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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Reference to "dollars" ($) are to United States dollars. 

Reference to "pounds" (£) are to pounds sterling. 

Mention of firm names and commercial products does not imply the 
endorsement of UNIDO. 

The following acronyms have been used: 

AGV 

AIMS 

CAD 

CAD/CAM 

CAPM 

CAPP 

CIM 

CNC 

DFM 

DNC 

DP 

EDI 

FMS 

IAT 

ISO 

IT 

JIT 

LAN 

MAP 

Automated Guided Vehicle 

Advanced Integrated Manufacturing System 

Advanced Manufacturing Technology 

Computer-Aided Design 

Computer Aided D~sign and Manufacture 

Computer-Aided Production Management 

Computer-Aided Process Planning 

Comruter-Integrated Manufacturing 

Co-ordi~ate Measu~ing Machinery 

Computer Numerical Control (usually applied to machine 
tools) 

Design for Manufacture 

Direct Numerical ContrJl 

Data Processing 

Electronic Data Interchange 

Flexible Manufacturi~g System 

Integrated Automation Techno!ogy 

:nternational Standards Organization 

Information Technology 

Just-In-Time Prcduction (or scheduling) 

Local A~ea Network 

Manufacturing Automation Protocol 



MPS 

MRP 

MRP2 

NC 

OPT 

OSI 

PC 

SABU 

SPC 

TOP 

TPM 

TQC 

VLSI 

WIP 

- iii -

Master Production Schedule 

Material Requirements Plannin~ 

Manufacturing Resources Planning 

Numerical Control 

Optimized Production Technology 

Open System Interconnection 

Personal computer 

Semi-Autonomous Business Units 

Statistical Process Control 

Technir.al and Office Protocol 

Total Preventive Maintenance 

Total Quality Control 

Very Large Scale Integration 

Work-in-Progress 
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SUMMARY 

The study is part of UNIDO's continuing review of technological 
advances and their potential and implications for the industrial developmEat 
and policy apiroaches of developing countries. 

Recert advances in manufacturing technology 5uch as Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems, Computer-Integrsted Manufacturing and Robotics are in 
essence complex and interactive systems. Developing countries may be faced 
with having to import turnkey and inappropriate systems unless they have the 
capacity to disaggregate and build their own systems, enabling them to import 
or produce relevant equip;ent with the required degree of systems integration. 

ilgaiust this background, the stuc!y examines the use of Advanced 
Manufacturing Technologies {AMT) and new approaches to the organization and 
~anagement of manufacturing operations in the quest for flexibility. The 
focus is primarily in the advanced industrial nations but with a view to 
pres~nting options to developing countries. 

The study begins with a look at the organizati~nal and technological 
context in which chang~s are taking place and considers the limitations likely 
to confrcnt developing countries :n their access to technologies and their 
capacity to assimilate them. The technological options now available in the 
key activities in manufacturing - design and pre-production, productlo~ itself 
and the overall co-ordination and management of the process - are presenterl 
and the ways in which integrated technology can change tbe nature of lirkages 
between firms on both the supply and distribution side are discussed. 

The fact that these technologies exist does not mean, however, that 
they are easy to install or manage. Thus, the experience so far wlth these 
technologies is reviewed, covering the diffusion across differen~ economies 
and t.hP. costs and benefits that have emerged so far. The sources of supply 
for such automation technologies and the type and limitations of assistance 
they can provide to potential users are also outlined. 

Since successful implementation of integrated aut~mation often seems to 
require aJternative organizational approaches - in structures, patterns of 
work organization, skill levels and distribution - the theme of organizational 
innovation is taken up, ~xploring the experience so far 1ith new approaches to 
production organization and management such as "Just-in-···•me" and "Total 
Quality Management". Evidence suggests that many of the problems 1lf demand 
for greater flexibility and efficiency can be dealt with using app1·oaches that 
emphasize invest1aent (via trainin!',) in human capital rather than a tvanced 
technology. This is no:- to argue that these approaches should be r1een as 
alternatives but as compiementary to options Jn technological innovati~n. 
Possible programmes combining organizational and tec~n~logtcal change are 
looked into. 

The d;scusston moves on to a gPneral strategy for exploring the 
opportunities offered by new a~tomated technologies and organizational 
te~hntqces, stressing the need to take a long-term view and building up 
c1pi.cl ty and exper,ience in increments rathPr than taking a "Big Bang" approach 
and t~ying to effect radical chAnge too quickly. The requirements for 
developing countries interested in evolving a strategy for Computer-

: Intt:guted Manufac,turing -, in terms of awarenP.ss raising, skills and resource 
, l'iev~lo~ment and, building up, local technological capacity - are analyzed. 

I I I 
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The study does ~ot mean to suggest that all developing countrias will 
wish to adopt these technologies, or that they necessarily should. It would, 
however, be to their advantage to monitor developments, increase awareness and 
develop some experience in the techniques available in order to make more 
appropriate choices. 

Finally, the report takes up some of the key policy issues in 
implementing integrated manufacturing technology, particularly at the firm and 
national levels. The report concludes wi~h recommendations for UNIDO 
activities, including demonstration projects to illustrate the potential of 
the new technologies for improvements across the range of manufacturing 
activity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

?he competitive environment 

1. Advanced industrial nations 

Whether their markets are local or international, manufacturers today 
are faced with a set of competitive international pressures to produce to a 
suitably low price in an effort to capture and defend their market share. 
Intensifying the competition are new entrants from lover-cost producers, with 
recession a factor as well. In addition to the new pressures, there are th~ 
usual problems of rising costs of inputs such as labour, materials and 
energy. Rot surprisingly, customers are in a position to demand high quality, 
aore consistently reliable products and better delivery performance. 

It is these pressures - both price and non-price - that are setting the 
context in which advanced technologies are being de~eloped. Firms are having 
to deal with demands for: 

(a) Price reduction, or at least price maintenance at low levels; 

(b) Ron-price factors such as design and quality; 

(c) Customer service before, during and after sales; 

(d) Greater customization of products, more variety and 
differentiation; 

(e) Shorter product life cycles to cater for markets with an 
increasing "fashion" orientation; 

(f) Short delivery response times. 

ro provide greater variety in products with more frequent 
modifications, and to meet the demands for customer-specific service, firms 
are finding it necessary to become more flexible. 

Flexibility extends to: 

(a) Coping with fluctuations in demand; 

(b) Offering a wide range of products tailored to suit individual 
cuato•er requirements; 

(c) Introducing new products more frequently; 

(d) Ability to use the same item of capital equipment for more than 
one product. 

Instead of easing the competitive environment, however, increased 
flexibility intenai(iea it with an accompanying set of different problems. 
Ivery ti•• a new product has to be made, production eq~ipment 111.1at be stopped, 
reset and. restarted - a sequence which can take hours' or even daya. 
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Problems of flexibility includ.,: 

(a) Low machine utilization (due to set-up times for different 
batches); 

(b) Queuing problems at key "bottle-neck" operations through which all 
pr~ducts must pass; 

(c) Low machine utilization due to queuing u~stream and waiting 
downstream of bottle-neck operatiqns; 

(d) High inventory levels of raw materials, work-in-progress and 
finished goods; 

(e) Long production lead times; 

(f) Poor production monitoring and control; 

(g) High overheads in indirect staff engaged in trying to monitor and 
expeJite orders; 

(h) Poor delivery performance; 

(i) Poor quality; 

(j) Inefficient use of space; 

(k) Overloaded paperwork systems. 

Tradit'onally, there has been a trade-off bet~een prnductive efficiency 
and flexibility. Under ideal conditions, firms would prefer to prothJce a 
small range of products in high volumes and concentrate on high productivity 
at the e"!pense of flexibility. This t.Lrateg:, stresses ecoc,0111ies of scale and 
h.2avy t:apital investment in dedicated equipment - such "\S .:s found in the 
process industries. But market pressures are now forcing firms to tr:! and 
find alternative ways of producing with high flexibility an~ high productivity. 

The pressures to b~come more ~~nsitive to individual customer needs is 
not confined to consumer product manufacturers b~t is spreading across the 
industrial spectrum. Nor h it confined to the nnall batch Sf'Ctor where there 
have always been problems in the trade-off between fl~xibility and 
productivity. Even the high volume process industries, such as petrochemicals 
or food processing, are now beginning to look to ways of coping with smaller 
"packets" in response to much more specific demand (1). 

This phenomenon is specific to parti~ular adv~nced industrial 
countriea. With some variation, this general pattern is common to all 
manufacturing nat ~ons. 'i'ab.: e 1 present.s th~ res.;l ts of a survey on 
manufacturing fut .. ·es co.1ducted hy the inte;:rnational business school INSEAD, 
which regularly asks senio1 manufacturing executives about their key problem 
areas and their strategic responses. The study, drawn from research on more 
than 500 fir!l1s, reveals that competitive priorities - particularly for firms 
in the 1 USA and Europe - depend c~nslderably on achieving the kind of 

' "manufacturing agility" just described, 
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Table 1. Comparison of competitive factors in manufacturing, 1986 
(listed in order of priority} 

£urope 

Consistent quality 

High perfQrmance 
products 

Dependable deliveri2s 

Yast dt:livery 

Lc.w pdces 

Rapid design 
changes 

After-sales 
service 

Rapid volume 
changes 

-----------·----

USA 

Cvnsistent qualit~ 

High performance 
products 

Dependable deliveries 

Low prices 

Fast deliveries 

Rapid Jesfgn 
changes 

After-sales 
service 

Rapid volume 
changes 

Source: INSEAD, Manufacturir;g_!:utures Su1:vey, 1987. 

2. Developing couj"\tries (2) 

Japan 

Low prices 

Rapid design 
changes 

Consistent 
quality 

Depend.ib!e 
deliveries 

Rapid volume 
changes 

High 
per!"ormam::e 
products 

Fast 
delivery 

After--sales 
service 

Clearly, there are important differences between developing and 
developed countries in terms of the sources of competitive pressures. Firms 
in many developing countries are currently struggling under restrictions 
placed on obtaining foreign currency as a consequence of international debt. 
Others have seen hard-won markets restricted, doors closed to new entrants or 
the competition simply "hotting-up" as advanced industrialized nations respond 
to import penetration. 

Where develop!ng countrie~ are trying to expand their share of world 
markets, the same demands ~~ firms from advanced industrial nations will 
apply. With increased emphasis on non-price factors, the ability to produce 
at lower price, while s~ill important, is not as much of a competitive l 
advantage as previously. Even where price is still the dominant factor, 
improvements in the productivity of firms in developed countries may 
eventually offset labour cost differences as competitiveness moves away from a 
labour cost basis to c~untries able to offer high quality, high technology 
products, fast delivery and high rates of new product in~roduction. The 
pressure on firos in developing nations to increase thefr own flexibility will 
be unre~.enting. 
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This pressure for flexibility will be felt not only by export-oriented 
firms. Firms whose attentions are directe1 at local markets have always been 
faced with smaller markets and fluctuating demand. As currency restrictions 
contiru1e to ~nhittt t.oDlllodity and capital good~ purchases from international 
marke~s, the pressure and op,ortunit!es for local firms will increase. 
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1. An example is the growing use of "mini-mills" in the steel industry. 

2. The treatment of developing colDltries (and, for that matter, 
developed colDltries) as a homogeneous group in this report is purely a 
flDlction of available space. The report recognizes that in many cases 
differences within such groups are as large as those separ~ting them. 
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I. THE TECHNOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

Into this picture of increasing competitive pressures must now be added 
the powerful range of new technologies based on programmable automation which 
have become available dur5ng the 1970s and 1980s. These technologles 
(discussed in de~ail in Chapter II) address some of the problems currently 
facing manufacturers. For example, programmable technology pennits 11<>re rapid 
changeover of plant to make different specifications and products and 
increases flexibility. This can be accomplished with•')Ut necessarily incurring 
the traditional cost penalty in productivity terms due to unproductive set-up 
times. At the same time, the increasint. use of computer-based systems for co
ordination greatly facilitates production management activities such as 
planning, scheduling and keeping track of a larger number of smaller batches. 

Individually, each of the new prograJ11111able technologies represents a 
powerful tool offering important benefits to discrete areas of manufacturing 
such as design or machining. However, it is the increasing convergence of 
these technologies and the subsequent integration of activities within the 
plant that repr~sent such a significant advance over most previous generations 
of manufacturing innovation. The ability to inte1rate technologies and 
manufacturing activities arises primarily out of the opportunitf~.:s created by 
the fact that most activities in manufacturing are, at heart, information
based. That is, they involve some combination of storing/retrieving, 
processing and communicating information. 

For example, a machine controller tak£s in information (communication) 
about the state of the process it is controlling. It then compares this with 
other information in its memory about the desired state (storage/retrieval) 
and calculates (information processing) the necessary corrective action. 
Finally it sends information (communication) back to the process to bring it 
back into line. Si.ice systems for different activities within manuf.cturing 
operate on the same basis - using digital representation of information -
tbere is enormous scope for linkina them together into highly inte1rated 
systems. 

Thus, the traditionally separated (but often extensively automated) 
functional areas of manufacturing - sucb as design or quality control - are 
being brought r.loser to manufacturing, while the overall co-ordination process 

· for production is increasingly being linked to other business functions. The 
emerging model is one of Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (ClM) in which all 
the functions of a man1Jfacturing business are not only automated in 

~ themselves, using some form of computer system, but also integrated with each 
other via a range of networks and communications soft•are. 

A. Technological options 

The V4rious options open within CIM can be examined by considering the 
manufacturing organization as made up of three sphere3 of activity (1). The 
main activities within these spheres and the associated technological changes 
that are taking place are di&cussed. 

1. Design and pre-production 

' Thi• actiyity includes all the ~asks necessary to identify, 4eacribe 
and prepar~ prod~cts for manufacturingf The process begins by conv~rting 
concepts tQ some,form of physical repr~sentation of the product to ~e made. 
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Following this outline design stage are many stages of draughting, increasing 
the level of detail until a final set of instructions, codified on a suite of 
engineering drawings, can be given to the production area for actual 
manufacture. At the same time the requirements for particular operations and 
for materials, components and sub-assemblies must be identified and 
COBllUJlicated to the production and materials management areas. 

The extent of design activity varies vith industrial sector and with 
both firm size and company strategy. In chemical~, foe example, th~re is 
clearly little product design but considErable emphasis on process design and 
on research and development work to support this. By cortcast, a capital 
goods manufacturer will work closely with individual cu!ttomers, p:-oducing 11ew 
designs or modifying existing drawings to meet a partir.ular requireme~t. The 
development of a nt .. , product like a car can involve thousands of drawin6S, 
produced and held not ~nly by the final assembler b~t by the ~any hundreds of 
co91Ponent suppliers as well. 

2. Production 

In production, the information from de~ign is tran~lated via a series 
of operations into physical form. The range of operations varies enormously 
but covers not only actual operations (such as mixing, moulding, cutting, 
grinding, drilling, pressing and various types of assembly) but also handling 
and manipulation, transport, sto•~ge and retrieval, and testing and 
inspection. It also covers the opecatiqn and maintenance of the production 
facilities. 

3. Co-ordination 

Finally co-ordination involves the various managerial tasks needed to 
support the manufacture of the product from initial design activity through to 
sales and distribution. This ranges from order processing, material and 
capacity requirements planning, production mcnitoring and control, expediting 
and progress chasing, cost accounting, and Marketing and aistribution. 

Figure I illustrates clearly that these three spheres are extensively 
interrelated in terms of the information necessary to flow between them. It 
is for this reason that CIM is so significant, providing the technology to 
make radical improvements to the way such interrelationships are managed. 
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Figure I. Three sph~res of manufacturing 

Material 
and 
capacity 

Co-ordination 

Produc: 

Production 

schedules 
and 

CO,.HOI 

The range of automation equipment and ii;ystems available within this 
pattern is wide but can be classified effectively by considering different 
levels of integration in automation. Figure II indicates a simple 
classification along these lines. 

Figure II. Levels of automation 

l • lnd1v1dual conrrollcrs on 1ndn,.dual p11cc• or cqu1pmcn1 

2 • Worksre110ft9/ ccU. 

3 • Menufac1w1nc un111 w1•11 pen1el 1n1c1re11on · c 1.CADICAM 

4 • f"uU 1n1e1re11on IMIWecn menufaclurtnl sytlcms 

!'"> • ln1•1re11wi of bu•1n1H end m.nufec1unnc 1ysr1ms w11h1n 
Ille firm 

ti • lnlllf8IL"91 IMyeftd !he f1nn · C .•. Wllh lupphcrl and 
d1s1r1t1u1ors 
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Figure III illustrates this in siaplified fashion, taking the case of 
aetalworking as an example. Initially, technological trends were largely 
confined to integrating basic tasks within this particular sp~ere of 
manufacturing - for example, bringing together a variety of discrete machining 
tasks into a single CBC (Computer Rumerical Control) machining centre. The 
next stage was to integrate between the various activities - for exaaple, 
between handling, manipulating and machining of workpieces in a machining 
cell, and by co-ordinating these under a supervisory shop-floor computer. At 
the highest level there is integration between spheres of activity - for 
example, by b~inging design and manufacturing together by means of CAD/CAM 
(Computer Aided Design and Manufacture) linkages, or co-ordination/planning 
and man~facture within a Flexible Manufacturing System (FKS). 

Figure III. The trend towards integration in metalworking 

C:mvergence 
& 1ntegr•t1on 

S.n9le ouroose. 
deo•uted m•cn•ne 
tools •nd slulled 
oper•tors 

Multi-purpose. multi· 
SD1ndle toOK •nd 
Sll1lled oper•tors 

000 NC •nd CHC multi·purpow 
•nd progr.tmrnable m•ciunes 
•nd opt1~ns of lir:1lled or 
unsk1lied 0P41r•tor 

0 

C:llC m•ct11n1n9 ctntrt' 
unoer ONC comouter 
control •s m•nuf.ctunng 
cell 

;:uu f1e110•• 
m•n u i •~unng 
syn em 
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Figure IV indicates how this pattern is reproduced across the whole 
factory, so that integration within diff~rent spheres eventually forms the 
basis of what has been called Computer-Integrated Msnufactu~ing. 

Figure IV. The crend towards full ~omputer-Integrated Manufacturin3 

INTEGRATION WITHIN AND BETWEEN 
SPHERES LEADS TO: 

AND \VILL INCREASINGLY INTEGR4.TE 

ALSO SUPPLIERS AND MARKETS 
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It is also worth noting that the pattern of integration does not need 
to stop at the boundaries of the firm; linkag~s between firms - on design, 
purchasing, distribution, etc. - are also possible via similar computer 
colllllUDication networks. The Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) for exaapie, 
in a recent report describing its Clollllel CIM facility in Ireland, points out 
that through the use of the coapany's world-wide computer/co .. 1Dlication 
network, the plant can access up to 15,000 computer systems. For a task like 
design, this means that a vast resource of specialized knowledge - distributed 
geographically throughout the world - can be brought to bear on the problems 
of a particular plant through a single computer tel'llinal and appropriate 
colllllUJlications software (2). 

Figure V indic~tes a typical vision of such a CIM facility, in which 
the result is a highly responsive and productive plant with linkages extending 
beyond the boundarie of the plant or firm. 

Figure V. Integration within and beyond the firm 

Supply 
side 

Distribution 
side 

Such integrated facilities attract intere~t primarily because they 
offer radical improvements in a number of traditional problem areas 
confronting manufacturers. It is useful to compare these with the list of 
problems mentioned at the start. They illclude: 

(a) Reduced lead time, both for existing and new products; 

(b) Reduced inventories, especially of work-in-progress; 

(c) More accur•te control over. production and better quality 
production management information; 

(d) Increased utilization of expensive eqvipmPnt; 

(e) Reduced overhead costs; 

(f) More reliable delivery (•erforman~e; 

(g) Better quality management. 
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B. Ihe patterr. across the industrial spectrum 

At the same time as the demands for increased flexibility are 
spreading, the potential applications of such integrated automation are also 
extending right across the industrial spectrum. This represents a major 
change from earlier generations of automation which were confined to larger 
scale and high vol\Jlle industries. Figure VI classifies manufacturing 
activities into four general areas, along the lines of volume and variety of 
products. 

Figure VI. Manufacturing activities (volume and variety) 

ID 
E 
:::> 
0 
> 

Process 

1ndus1nes 

JobOing 

Variety 

In the high volume/low variety businesses, the pressure has 
traditionally been to try and produce as much as possible as cheaply as 
possible while maintaining quality standards. Emphasis was placed on 
productivity. This was achieved through extensive capital investment and 
automation; economies of scale were critical to success. However~ the pattern 
is changing and the pressures now are for greater flexibility and agility, 
even in commodity-type businesses. As a result, major firms in these 
industries are exploring and investing extensively in CIM. Examples include 
margarine and edible oils production (where the demand for low fat and low 
cholesterol products has forced a shift away from volume to variety), 
synthetic fibres (where similar trends in the clothing industry have pushed 
the industry towards shorter production runs) and chemicals. In food 
processing, even commodity products like sugar are beginning to be sold in 
high variety, lower volume configurations. Here, most of the flexibility is 
required in the finishing and packaging stages rather than in the direct 
processing. 

In the mass batch indu~tries, the pattern has been for approximations 
to flow processes through the use of expensive special-purpose equipment (such 
as transfer lines) and powerful models of production organization and 
management (such as Henry Ford's pi;oduction line concept). Attempts to 
achieve scale eronomy traditionally led to the use of expensive automation of 
the "hard-wired" (3) variety. 

However, as has been indicated, the pattern is now changing. 
Inr.reasing use is bting made of programmable controls, robotics and flexible 
manufacturing systems; CAD/CAM; and other technologies. At the same time, 

. organiiational changes are leading ito smaller workforces and plants producing 
1 With great~r flexibility and quality through the appliration of alternative 

management approaches such as Just-in-Time (JIT) manufacturing and Total 
Quality Control (TQC). 
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One effect of this is that the pattern of competitive advantage may 
shift. So~e firms are at~emptin& Jarge-scale CIM veatures of a highly complex 
nature (such as in the General Motors Saturn project), aimed at high volume 
produ~tion. But others (e.g. the UK's Rover Group: are trying to use 
integrated mdnufacturing as a means of survival as a small but flexible 
producer (4). Once again this supports the view that CIM and related 
approaches may open up new opportunities base~ on economies of scope rather 
than simply of sca:e. 

Although these changes ere pert~~~ mo~~ evident in the engineering 
industry, they are by no means confined to it. In the field of semiconductor 
production, for example, the pressure has been groving for high quality, rapid 
product changes and groving variety to suit user-specific needs. This has led 
to growing integration in the manufacturing process - for example, of design 
and 1l811Ufacturing via CAD systems linked to scanning and stepping-projection 
lithography, ion implantation and vapour deposition equipment. Statistical~.y 

process control has been integrated throughout the process and there is also 
close linkage between the design stage an~ t~e later automated test equipment 
(5). 

In the case of small batch manufacturing - such as in capital goods or 
aerospace - the opportunities opened up by CIM are considerable. 
Traditionally, the more different batches a firm produces, the more difficult 
their manufacture is to manage. Forecasting sales is harder, achieving a 
balance between overstocking raw materials and production hold-ups is 
difficult and keeping track of products at various stages in ~anaf&cturing is 
complex. As a r~sult, guaranteeing deliv~ries is problematic. Moving through 
several different production stages often gives rise to unbalanced operations 
with bottlenecks and underutilization of plant. Some estima~es suggest that 
in many metalworking plants, products spend only 2 per cent of their time 
within the factory act~ally being worked upon - the rest being ~asted in 
waiting to get on to the machinery, or in being pushed aside to allow higher 
priority items through, in being "lost" somewhere in the system, and in 
finished product st~res awaiting orders. This can represent a huge amount of 
ca~ital tied up and being unproductive. It is sug~ested, for example, that in 
the UIC the investment in inventory, much of it as work-in-progress, is about 
£23 billion. 

Such complications and unce~tainty in the production process mean that 
lead times (fro~ receipt of customer orders to delivery) are often overly 
long; consequently, delivery is hard to guarantee. Att~mpts to resolve the 
problem by employing progress chasers and other indirect workers to expedite 
production adds further to the high manufacturing cost. 

As more variety is introduced into the product range, these problems 
become exacerbated. With much engineering production taking pla~e in batches 
of less than 50 items (6), the attractions of integrated automation 
technologies such as CIM and FMS, which offer both productivity and 
flexibility, are considerable. Although, as has been mentioned, there are 
examples of CIM across a wide spectrum of industries, the high diversity 
involved in the batch engineering sectors is reflected in the concentration of 
much of the current '.nterest in Advanced Manufacturing Technology (AMT). 

However, even at the extreme end of this spectrum - very high variety, 
very low volume production - there are still attractions in some aspects of 
integrated automation. In those industries where there in a high degree of 
sub-contracting, for example, the possibilities of enhancing flexibility ahd 
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responsiveness through the use of CAD/Cl.Mand CNC iq the.hands of a small 
nUllbcr of highly-skilled craftsmen has considerable attractions. Botably 
several small firms in Scandinavia have begun to exploit the opportlDlities 
opened up by such "flexible specialization" to enter and defend small market 
niches in engineering and capita~ goods (7). 

tn considering the technological context, it is also important to 
mention the contribution offered by new approaches to the organization and 
management of production - such as Just-in-Time and Tot~~ Quality Control. 
Chapter VI d\scusses these in detail. 
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1. For a discussion of this model, see R. Kaplinsky, Automation; The 
Technology and Society (London, Longmans, 1984). 

2. B. O'"alley, "Why bother with CIM?", B. Hundy, ed., Proceedings of 
5th International Conference on Automated Manufacturing (Bedford, UK, IFS 
Publications, 1987). 

3. This te1m refers to early generations of aut~mation using 
electronics based on physical connections between elements in the control 
system. Changing the program required changing the physical wiring and other 
elements and was thus inflexible. 

4. See n. Altschuler and others, The [uture of the Automobile 
(Cambridge, "ass., "IT Press, 1985). 

5. ror a detailed review of these trends, see "icroelectronics 
Monitor, No. 21 (1987) (UNIDO publicatiot'). 

6. istimates suggest that around 75 per cent of engineering production 
takes place in such small batches. See, for example, the discussion in 
~terized "anufacturing Automation (Washington, D.C., Office of Technology 
Assessment, 1984). 

7. See, for example, P.-H. Cbistenson, Industrial Models in the 
"elting Pot of History; Report to FAST Connittee (Cenmark, Roskilde 
University, 1986). 
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II. COMPONENTS OF MANUFACTUR1NG AUTOMATtON 

Althccgh CIM has receiv~d widespread publicity, the ov~rvhelming 
majority of automation projects world-wide have sa far concer.trated on 
relatively low levels of tntegration. Examples would includ1~ programable 
controllers on individual machines, stand-alone CAD workstations or relatively 
simple manufacturing cells based on a CNC machining cen~re with associated 
handling equipment. 

By contrast, a full CIM facility would involve integration of all 
aspects of the manufacturing process with those of the business, extending 
beyond to the supplier and marketing/distribution chains. Systems of this 
kind are rare; most are small-scale demonstration facilities (such as have 
been shown at major automation exhibitions in the USA and Europe) or prototype 
plants on which potential users can try out different options aud anticipate 
early problems. 

In putting together such systems, a number of component technologies 
are being used. The major components fall broadly within the three spheres of 
manufacturing activity as Table 2 shows. 

Table 2. Components of manufacturing automation 

Design 

• Computer-aided 
draughting and 
design 

• CAD/CAM 
processing 
(production of 
control information 
for automated 
production equip
ment from design 
data held en com
puter 

Production 

• Robotics 

• Flexible manufac
turing systems 

• Advanced 
materials handling 
systems 

• Automated 
warehousing 

• Automated test 
equipment 

• In-process 
gauging and sensing 

Co-ordination 

• Computer-aided 
production 
management 
software including 
material require
ments planning and 
manufacturing 
resources plann;.19 
(MRP2) 

• Expert systems 
for plann!ng and 
project manage
ment 

• Factory automa
tion and com-
mun icat1on net
works 
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A. Individual components 

1. Compute .. ·-Aided Design (CAQl 

The principle of Computer-Aided Design dates back to the early 1950s 
and to U.S. work on defence applications. Early experiments demonstrated the 
potential for improvements in draughting activities but progress was aeverely 
limited by the high costs and computing power requirements in~olved. Use of 
expensive mainframe systems was confined to a few industries: electronics 
(where nev design tools were needed to support the increasi~ly complex task 
of achieving VLSI (very large scale integration), aerospace, vehicles ane 
cartography. 

The basic principle of CAD is simple. Instead of representing 
information about a product, component or process layout on a paper dra~tng, 
it is held as digital informaticTI within a computer ~Emory ~d displayed on a 
screen. This image can be processed in diffe~ent ways and information can be 
~utput either as a physical drawing (via a printer) or as electronic 
information which can be procP.ssed further - for exal'l!ple, by another tAD 
system or by a computer-controlled manufacturing system. 

Options in CAD extend far beyond basic draughting into areas such !lS 

sophisticated interactive graphic& in three dimensions, simulation prograir.s, 
3nalytical techniques (such as finite element analysis) and other elements 
th~- enable rapid and thorough exploration of different ~esign options. 

In general, CAD supports all phases of the design process, which are: 

(a) Conceptual design; 

(b) Preparation of drawings (Graughting); 

(c) Engineer!ng calculations; 

(d) Preparation of part~ lists; 

(e) Generation of production planning information; 

(f) Links to other sy3tems auch as NC progranunjng. 

The industry really took off in the early 1970s with a number of 
innovations, includi!'lg the emergence of mini-computers (which could provide 
the necessary processing power at lower cost), the Tektronix display tube, and 
new programming tools and techniques. 

Quickly: usage increased in terms of industrial sector (with 
considerable expansion in engineering in particular), firm size (with many 
smaller firms ente•ing the field) and geographical region (with a move away 
from the concentration of systems in the USA). 

A second surge of growth came in the early 1980s with the emergence of 
low-cost micro~~mputer-based systems based around the IBM PC and compatibles. 
Packages such as Autocad offered considerable CAD power for prices within the 
reach of almost all fira1s. ,Although re,latively low, down the market share 
table in valoe of units sold, Autodesk ~the manufacturers of Autocad) sold 
considerably more than any other manufa,oturer during 1986 - over 100,000 units 
world-wide. 
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The position now is very favourable for the potential CAD user. 
Systems are available from d wide choice of suppliers (estimated at ~ver 500 
in the USA and Europe) offering a range of capabilities from simrle, 2-D 
draughting through t'> complex 3-D surface and solid mod '·lling, finite element 
analysis &nd calculation/communication of ~introl progrlillls for automated 
ma.~ufa~t~~ing equipmer.t. 

Within the firm, the appearance of CAD has had a marked impPct on the 
nature and org~nization of the design ~rocess (1). The main effect so far has 
been to integrate the traditional activities in the drawing off.~~ into che 
CAD workstation. Productivity of this stage can be c.onsiderably enhanc~d with 
a figure of 300 per cent often being quoted - although experience varjes 
w~dely and depends on the task being carried out. For modifications and basic 
draughting, this can often be exceeded but for ~ther tasks, such as 
originating designs, the level is nearer 1:1 in comparison vith manual 
systems. There is, however, a danger in assed~lng CAD syst~~s in t£rms of 
extra capacity to generate drawing.3. The wider a~var1t:i.ges of CAD, which must 
be considered when me.::.suring be11efits, often include the al.·ility to work with 
feflf':r drawings. 

In a recent suI."vey (2) of experience in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, among the motives firms gave for implementing CAD were to: 

(a) Reduce lead times in responding to customer orders; 

(b) Red~ce time taken to make modifications; 

(c) Reduce new produ~t development lead times; 

(d) Improve utilizati~n of raw materials; 

(e) Improve quality and ac~uracy of design; 

(f) Simulate and investigate alternative options; 

(g) Improve tendering and overall image to customers; 

(h) Reduce errors in complex design; 

(i) Improve dr~•ing office productivity. 

Perh~ps the most i~portant point to emerge here is that CAD is clearly 
not a technclugy introduced purely ~or labour-savings in the drawing office 
but a product of a much wider set of objectives. In a number of cases -
particularly in the cl'>thing industry - CAU systems have been introduced as a 
means of overcoming s' 'lls shortages (3). However, it is still most conunonly 
justified on th~ basis of impro~ements in design/draughting labour 
productivity. 

In general, most of these CAD users reported benefits which met or 
exceeded their expectations - although these did not often emerge as rapidly 
as had been expected. The general view was that there is a significant 
learning period associated with getting the best out of the technology - one 
which increases with the complexity of the system in use. 

Another interesting feature was the emergence of unfore~~en b~nefits. 
For many firms, systems, had been bc;>ught in the expectatirn of r~ducing lea,d 
times or increasing design productivity, but additional benefit$ emerged. , 
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These included imrrovements in the competitiveness of the firm as a result of 
the image they were able to present to potential customers by producing 
drawings rapidly; by being sufficiently flexible to incorporate customer 
changes and new specifications; and by being able to offer a shorter lead time 
in new and standard product development. 

Improved design quality was also an important feature that resulted 
from being able to simulate and explore different design options quickly and 
extensively. This was achieved in two ways. First, reductions in lead time 
meant that more time was available to explore alternative design options. 
Second, the availability of powerful simulation tools meant that this time 
could be usefully exploited to produce higher quality final designs. 

Although impressive, these are relatively minor benefits compared with 
the potential opportunities CAD opens up for integration of the design process 
across the whole company. For example: 

(a) CAD/CAM systems permit the generation of designs and the relevant 
information necessary for controlling the manufacturing operations themselves 
- in the pr~cess removing the barrier between drawing and conversion of that 
information into control instructions for machining, assembly, etc. Benefits 
arising from this include significantly reduced lead times, less wastAge of 
raw materials, improved quality, reduced rework and higher machine 
utilization. In addition, the benefits of CAD/CAM extend beyond product 
design to the range of fixtures and handling systems, and can also be used to 
assist in planning and optimizing routing through the plant. In turn, this 
opens up the possibility of more flexible working with smaller batch sizes. 

(b) CAD linkages with the Computer-Aided Production Management (CAPM) 
system permit more rapid and accurate generation of data such as the bill of 
!aterials in a Material Requirements Planning (MRP) system (see below). This 
can automatically be updated when product specifications change or when new 
products are introduced. The creation of an electronic description of the 
product (and its accompanying fixtures) in the CAD system provides a conunon 
data base on which various other software programs can draw for their 
particular production management requirements. 

(c) CAD links with marketing permit a rapid response to customer 
requirements. Required changes or features can be quickly added to an 
existing design and the instructions passed through t~ manufacturing via a 
direct CAD/CAM linkage. The overall lead time is reduced and this improved 
responsiveness on tiree and customer specificity contributes considerable 
marketing strength. 

(d) CAD links with testing and quality management allow for the 
development of test procedures and equipment that provide a more reliable 
feedback loop so that quality problems picked up anywhere in the process can 
be diagnosed and design changes incorporated with a minimum of delay. 

(e) As integrated systems become more commonplace in manufacturing and 
production management, so the possibilities for full Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing are opened up. Many commentators on CIM developments agree that 
the logical basis for a CIM system is a common data base of information about 
the product on whtch the various systems draw - and the CAD system provides 
the natural focal point for generating and maintaining this data ~ase. 
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2. Industrial robotics 

As with CAD, robotics has had a long history but has only really become 
an important force since the emergence of low-cost programmable automation, 
enabling "intelligence" to be built into what are essentially sophisticated 
manipulating machines. The International Standards Organization (ISO) defines 
an industrial robot as "an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multi
purpose manipulative machine with several degrees of freedom which may be 
either fixed in place or mobile, for use in industrial automation 
api)lications". 

This broad definition covers a growing range of applications, from 
heavy duty robots, which replace h1Jman strength in repetitive activities such 
as \Ulloading die-casting machines in the foundry industry, to delicate and 
sensitive assembly robots with the ability to manipulate small components 
accurately. Nevertheless, the main advantage of robotics remains their 
reprogrammability. As the product changes, the manipulating equipment only 
requires a change to the controlling program. Thus, robots provide a key step 
in flexible automation of a wide range of operations in many sectors. 

Robots have so far found application in four main areas: 

(a) Manipulation, across many sectors and tasks; 

(b) Operations, including paint spraying, glueing, fettling and 
grinding, predominantly in the engineering industry; 

(c) Assembly, including electronic and mechanic.al components and also 
extending to heavier duty work such as welding; 

(d) Test and inspection, again in several sectors. 

Despite the breadth of potential application, in recent years the 
diffusio~ of robotics has slowed. This reflects the problems in providing 
robots with sufficient sensitivity to reproduce many manual operations, 
especially those that depend en sight or touch. Developments are leading to 
the emtrgence of what are termed "Eecond generation" robots possessing more 
than rudimentary sensory systems. These are likely to begin to diffuse 
widely, especially in assembly automation. 

3. k.n.!!muter-Aided Production Management fCAPM) 

This is a generic name for a range of computer software suppo=ting 
production manage~ent activities such as inventory control, production 
planning and control and purchasing. Most CAPM systems are based on some form 
of Material Requirements Planning (MRP) and recent versions extend this to 
Manufa~turing Resources Plannine (MRP2), which takes data from sales forecasts 
a1~d customer orders to generate a Master Production Schedule (MPS). It then 
use~ this to calculate material requirements (and hence purchase and works 
order~) and capacity requirements so as to make optimum use of the plant 
available. 

MRP is a way of ensuring the availabilit~ of finished products to meet 
orders, and of the necessary components for their manufacture. It is a simpJP. 
concept but the practical difficulties of fulfilling order ~ariati~ns without 
carrying excessively high and expensive inventories makes it highly comple~ to 
re1.lize in practice. (There are variations, for example, in customer demand 
o~er time, in costs, in uncertainties in manufacturing capacity for components 

I I 
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aade in-house and in shortages or delays in delivery of bought-in items.) 
Without the use of computers, only very superficial and infrequent MRP can be 
carried out. 

In a computer-based MRP system, the computer makes a link between 
information about production, purchasing and marketing. It provides 
aanageaent with a tool for identifying priorities in purchasing and 
production, for optimizing the use of capacity and for integrating supply and 
deaand. In the longer-term it offers ways of improving sales forecasts, thus 
reducing the inventory levels needed by the firm and improving the purchasing 
function. 

A typical MRP system and its operation is illustrated in Figures VII 
and VIII. 

Figure VII. Simple Material Requirements Planning (MRP) system 

Design data 
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Forecast demand 
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Bill of materials Master production 
(list of parts required) schedule 
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Ffgure VIII. Simple MRP process in operation 
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The planning process begins with a forecast of wha~ the company expects 
to sell during a given period. l1lis is converted into a production plan 
setting out what will be made and what the implicatiuns of this will be for 
the various production resources. The outcome of this process of breaking 
down the plan into resource requirements is known as the Master Production 
Schedule (PIPS) • 

With pre-MRP systems, the ftPS was then usP.d to calculate what 
components would be required and this information was compared with what was 
held in stock to identify what needed to be bought. The problem with a system 
of this kind is that every time the PIPS is recalculated, major changes in the 
ordering patterns for bought-in or made-in-house components would be 
involved. With a ~omputer-based system it is possible to reduce fluctuations 
of this kind. 

The next stage of the system is to use the PIPS to generate a detailed 
Material Requirements Plan setting out in detail what needs to be bought-in, 
mad~ in-house, etc. Most systems then incorporate a Capacity Planning 
f1Dlction, which allows the system to optimize the use of existing 
manufacturing capacity and to warn management of any overload probiems so that 
adjustments to the actual production plan can be made. The major advantage of 
such a syste~ is that it can be run at frequent intervals, thus minimizing the 
uncertainties involved and providin~ much more accurate control over the 
entire proress. As a result, manufacturing resources are conserved and 
inventory levels are kept as low as pOS$ible. 

By extending the role of MRP beyond simply atitc:;;ating the stock control 
area to cover a process o~timizing the use of pLoduc\:ion resources and the 
link between production and the rest oI the bu~in~~~, :~e system beco&ea a 
muc~ more powerful aid to management. The philcaophy behind this approach 
(often callea Manufacturing iesources Planning or MRP2) - essentially 
involving closing the loop between supply and Jemand - is illustrated in 
Figure IX. 
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Figure IX. Closing the loop in Manufacturir.g Resources Planning (MRP2) 
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Although such systems appear logica! and relatively simple in concept, 
there have been significant problems in their use since the 196n~ when basic 
MRP systems were first introduced. Early systems suffered from a nuwber of 
problems which had more to do with organizational and h·UDan factors than 
technological. 

Problems included: 

(a) Poor quality data input (because of lack of coanitment or even 
deliberate action); poor data in the system renders inf~r~ation generaLed 
ineffective or wrong; 

(b) Poor implementation: many systems remained the province of Csta 
processing experts and were often imposed upon the rest of the o~ga.~iz~tion; 

(c) Lack of collll!litment from senior management; 

(d) Slow in operation (runs could take several hours) and unresponsive 
to changes; 

(e) Lack of feedback provision to take account of changes in capacity, 
order levels, lead times, etc; 

(f) Often seen a~ the responsibility of one department - usually Data 
Processing (DP) or stock control - rather than an organization-wide one; 

(g) Weak links to other aspects of the production process such as 
quality control. 

As a result, MRP systems worked best for those firms with little basic 
variety in product range and with relatively stable patterns of orders and 
supply. More advanced systems, such as MRP2, were developed not only to 
maintain the basic principles but also to improve the practicalities. 
However, although many elements such as improved feedback and responsiveness 
to change are designed into the system, much still depends on the way it is 
implemented within the organizational context. 

4. Advanced materials handling system 

This can include a wide variety of transport and manipulation 
technologies including stacker cranes, pailet handling systems, "intelligent 
conveyors" and Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGVs). All these share the same 
elemenc of programmability and are therefore, unlike earlier generations of 
mechanical materials handling systems, not configured for one product or 
process. In addition, the ability to control these individual elements by a 
host computer means that, for example a whole fleet of AGVs can be managed at 
the same time, opening up opportunities for managing materials flow as a 
complete system rather than as a set of discrete operations. In tui.· this 
transport system can be linked into the production scheduling or oth~r 
computer systems, making it possible to optimize the flow of materials through 
the plant. 

5. Automated warehousing sYstems 

Although one of the main trends in advanced manufacturing is operation 
with minimal stock levels in both raw materials and work-in-progress, this 
rarely means totally stockless production. Some form of storage of incoming 
materi~ls and partly-ptocessed goods will often be required. In this area, 
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prograanability has made considerable improvements on the way material is 
stored and retrieved through the use of automated warehousing techniques. 
Such systems have two key features. First, they allow for computer "mapping" 
of physical storage, so that every storage location is held in the computer 
memory. This means that at any tine, the stock controller knows exactly where 
an item is in the stores, thus cutting down the search time. Second, the 
storage/retrieval mechanisms can themselves be automated - by pallet cranes, 
picker robots, or other devices that are capable of moving to the storage 
location, collecting (or inserting) items of stock and interfacing with the 
transport system. This again speeds up the process of materials management. 

Once again, the advantages are considerably increased by the linlting in 
of such computer-controlled systems with other parts of the operation such as 
the transport and production planning and scheduling system. In this way, 
items spend the minimum time necessary in the stores and the maximum tine 
being worked upon - helping to keep inventory levels (and hence working 
capital tied up) to a minimum. 

6. Flexible Manufacturing Systems CFMSl 

This is a term given priaarily to integrated automation of machining 
and handling operations in the metalworking and associated fields. In most 
Flexible Manufacturing Systems, combinations of computer controlled machine 
tools are loaded/unloaded and material is transported by automated systems 
under overall computer control. The system is also schedule~ by computer so 
that optimum d~e can be made of the machinery and small batches produced 
economically ~4). 

The principles of flexible manufacturing are, of course, applicable to 
a much wider range of sectors. In any application where set-up times are 
significant, programmable automation can be used to reduce these and thus 
provide greater flexibility. 

E:.am11les include: 

(a) r~od processing, whe~e a standard microprocessor controller can be 
used to sequ~nce the weigh!n~, mixing and processing of a variety of different 
recipes ~ithin the same bread proJuct range. In one UK manufacturer of dried 
soups, a stand-rd micropr.oce3sor-based system was used to provide up to 200 
different recipes and 30 different mix cycles on the same basic plant. At any 
time, up to 24 of these recipes could be in production in the plant; in 
addition, the system automatically adjusts both the washing/cleaning cycle and 
the energy balance. 

(b) Textile manufacture, where a small firm making a range of 
narrow-fabric woven labels successfully developed its own microprocessor-based 
system for weaving name tapes. These labels (used to identify children's 
clothes at school) are always only required in small batches, usually around 
24. The flexibility required is considerable since the traditional way of 
making these labels would be to punch a different set of Jacquard loom cards 
for each and stop and reload the loom between batches. Using the 
microprocessor system has allowed the firm to provide rapid delivery and high 
quality customer service on this product range even during the high season, 
just before the new school term when a high volume of orde~s come in. In 
addition, several new label styles and designs have ai~~ been introduced, 
which can also be made on the same equipment by changing th~ ~ontrbl 
prograllllles - allowing the firm access to new markets. 

I 
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Once again, the advantages of increased flexibility within one 
operational area can be considerably enhanced if the system is linked into a 
wider network - for example, with materials management, production scheduling 
or product design. 

7. Automated test equipment 

With the implied increas~s in speed of production arising froa many of 
the above systems, and wi~h the growing emphasis on quality comes a need to 
improve the speed, relj~~ility and accuracy of the testing and inspection 
process. Various systems exist providing high speed electronic testing of 
different parameters. Once again, a key advantage of these is that they are 
not Jedicated to a particular product but can be adapted by changing the 
control programs covering the test sequences, desired values, etc. In some 
cases - such as in the electronics industry - there is close synergy between 
product design and testing so that the test routines are generated at the CAD 
stage. 

Jn other cases, particularly in the engineering industry, there is a 
aove towards testing and inspection in-process rath~r than at a quality 
control station near the end of the p£ocess. This has the major advantage 
that faults or errors can be detected early and scrap-rework levels reduced. 
Here a range of equipment - such as Co-ordinate Measuring Machinery (OM) - is 
available, combining high accuracy and speed of measurement with the ability 
to feed back control information not only to the quality management fllllction 
but also to the control computers managing the production machinery. So, for 
example, if a C... picks up that a component is beginning to move out of 
tolerance, it is possible to identify the machine tool res1kJnsible and to make 
corrections to its control program to compensate. Once again, the speed and 
accuracy of such an integrated system means that minimum scrap is inade and 
precess interruptions are also reduced. 

Systems are also increasingly emerging for monitoring process equipment 
as well as product parameters. These include tool wear sensors for machine 
tools (which again have an automatic compensation capability, reducing the 
incidence of interruption due to broken tools) and temperature monitors for 
injection moulding equipment. 

8. Factory automation networks 

In order to conr,ect the various elements together into an integratPd 
system, some form of communication network is required. ~e configuration of 
such a network will vary depending on the amount of Pquipment to be linked and 
the likely amount of data trarfic that will flow along it; but in general, the 
pattern will require some form of what is termed a Local Area Network (LAN). 
In its simplest form, this can be a pair of wires running between each item of 
equipment. Alternative requiremer.ts may call for a more complex high speP1 
and high capacity network (such as fibre optic cable) incorporating 
sophisticated computer control. A number of proprietary LANs are available 
(such as Ethernet), which are suitable for integrated manufacturing cells, but 
there is a need for more advanced networks (and standardization of software 
prot~cols, to be discussed later) to support full-scale CIM. 

Two strong contenders for the role of ~ facto standards for such 
networks are the M~nufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP), developed by General 
Motors for connecting items of IT-based production equipment, and the 
Technical and Office Protocol (TOP), developed by Boeing for design and 
office-related IT interconnection. ' 
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Considerable research has also gone in~o providing factory automation 
projects with a degree of "artificial intelligence". Here, emphasis has been 
placed on so-called "expert systems", in which knowledge and experience 
normally f onning human expert judgement can be embodied int~ computer 
systems. These systems are able to provide a significant measure of decision 
support and to learn from their experience, improving the quality of advice 
over time. 

Exuaples of expert systems that are beginning to be used in practi~al 
ways (as opposed to development trials) include those for project management 
of large and complex projects and for configuring complex computer systems to 
suit particular customer requirements. 

Other examples include: 

(a) In the Lockheed "issiles and Space Corporation, a1ound 55,000 
instruments need to be calibrated each year. The firm is now using expert 
systems techniques to mimic many of the basic technician activities, thus 
reducing the time and cost of the process. 

(b) The General Electric Company has developed an expert system for 
the plastics injection moulding industry incorporating a knowledge base 
derived from some of the world's leading plastics technologists. The system 
allows moulders to obtain the best performance from their plant and to 
diagnose quickly the likely causes of error when batches move off quality 
limits. 

(c} The Renault car company of France is using expert system 
techniques to assist its 9,000 dealers in OLagnosing car repair and service 
problems. 

(d) Several major computer man~:~cturers - notably Fujitsu and Nixdorf 
- are using expert systems to improve diagnosis and fault-fiuding. 

B. p·~liferation of choice 

The range of choices available in these areas is growing. For each 
component technology there has been a massive expansion in what is available 
to suit different needs. Although the pressures for change are increasingly 
conmon to all manufacturing plants, their particular requirements ~ill, of 
course, vary widely. Small firms making small batches of high value 
component£ will differ radically from those making high volumes at low 
margins. This diversity is reflected in the technology supply side trends. 

In the late 1970s, there were single, high cost systems for FMS, CAD, 
etc., which were only acccessible to a small population of large firms. 
Suppliers have since moved towards a much wi~er and rapidly proliferating set 
of choices to suit different firm sizes and budgets. This range expansion can 
be aeen in all fields of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, especially with 
tte emergence of the PC as a low-cost standard computer on which software 
development efforts 'cou],d be focused. Significantly, it is in the smaller 
cheaper system field where the major market growth has taken place. 

' ' 
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The following examples illustrate this: 

(a) In CAD, the dominance of a small number of turnkey suppliers in 
the 1970s (Computervis~on, Applicon, Calma, etc.) based on mini-computer 
systems and multiple workstations has given way to an explosion of choice from 
arolDld 250 different suppliers with costs ranging from ES,000 to ESC,000. 
Such systems use hardware ranging from a single PC to multi-user systems and 
offer options ranging from simple wire frame 2-D draughting capability to full 
3-D solid modelling, surface modelling, dynamic simulation, etc. (5). Table 3 
shows the growth in options. 

1960 

US-based, 
mainly 
experimental 

Mainframe 
based 

Limited 
application, 
e.g. SKETCHPAD 

Table 3. Growth in options for CAD 

1970 

Elirope and US 

Mini-computer 
based 

10-20 suppliers 
of turnkey 
packages 

Wide application 
in electr-~nics, 
aerospace 
mechanical 
engineering 
and cartography 

1980 

World-wide 

PC-based and 
high power 32-
bi t workstations; 
2-D, 2.5-D, 3-D, 
3-D+ and many 
features - solid 
and surf ace 
moddling, FE 
analysis, etc. 

Over 300 
suppliers 

Very wide user 
base in most 
industries, 
although fewer 
using full multi
user tur1".key 
systems offering 
3-D and 
enhancements 

(b) Initially in CAPM, the single, high cost mainframe packages for 
MRP and related production management work (such as IBM's COPICS) were sold by 
the main computer builders and a handful of closely linked software houses. 
This pattern has given way to a modular approach with a range of choices: 
from simple PC-based implementations for activities such as stock control to 
fully integrated, large computer systems of~ering a wide range of modules that 
draw on a Master Production Schedule or Material Requirements Plan (see Table 
4). 
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Table 4. Growth in option~ for CAPP! 

1960 1970 1.980 

Mainframe based, Mini and mainframe PC-based 
simple packages based. choice options plus 
linked to data depending on mini and 
processing scale of mainframe; 
work application Modular and 

integrated 
software 
packages 

Only used by Growing use in Multi-user 
large firms inventory control systems and 

MRP t7pe systems wide range of 
and development applications 
tJf integration and users 
in software "suites" move away 
such as IBM COPICS from DP 

department 

High cost High cost, Low cost 
appl feat ion options 
confined to 
medium/large firms 

(c) In the case of }"'MS, the same pattern emerges. Whereas the first 
systems tended tc be for large use.:·s (such as the aerospace industry), there 
is now a proliferation of choice among systems and configurations to suit 
different size firms, different bud~~ts, different batch sizes, parts families 
and so on. This i~ not just an option on the small versus lar~e firm axis; it 
also opens up the opportunity for fi r·.s to install flexh le manufacturing 
cells within their larger pattern of :roducticn operations - as so-called 
"islands of automation". The range of choice can be plotted on the same 
volume/variety axes used earlier to effect a crude breakdown of manufacturing 
&ctivities; from this it can be seen that there is, potentially, a flexible 
M4nufacturing configuration availabln for all classes of firms along that 
breakdown (see figure X) • 
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Figure X. ~noices in flexible manufacturing 
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Similar patterns can be found in the field of robotics, microprocess -
control systems and other fields (6). Figure XI sunmarizes these trends 
towards CIM. 

Figure XI. Convergence of technologic3l trends towards CIM 
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III. DIFruSION OF COMPUTER-INTEGRATED MANUFAC1'TJRING 

At first glance, the diffusion of advanced automation teehnology 
appears rapid, with ma~ket growth rates in particular sectors often in excess 
of 20 per cent per year. For example, a recently published consultants report 
for Europe suggests a threefold increase in sales by 1991 of industrial 
computer systems from their rresent level of around 22,000. Similarly, a 1987 
report on the high tEchnology factory automation market world-wide suggests a 
potential increase of 200 per cent ~y 1992 on current levels of spending, 
which in 1986 were around $18.5 billion. 

Examples of in~ividual component technologies also lend support to this 
picture: 

(a) In the UK, one survey of computer ~se in the engin~ering industry 
(which uses a large statistically structured survey on an an.~ual basis - 2,0~0 
plus firms) shows growth in overall application of computer hardware and 
software rising at around 20 per cent per year (1). 

(b) In C>D, tl:e market was worth around $3.3 billir.n in 1986 ~nd 
growth is expected to continue at between 1.5 and 20 per cent pet year. 

(c) lr1 FMS, the numbe• of ~ystems world--wide is st:i.11 growing at more 
than 20 ier cent per year, and it i:; estimated that th re are more than 1,000 
systems in use falthough there are prob}ems in definit~'",). It seems likely 
that the figures for smaller scale, stand-alone flexib manufacturing cells 
are in fact much higher. 

(u) Industrial robotics has continued to grow, with total ~ales worth 
$1.88 billion i~ 1986; they are expected to rise to $2.18 billion by 1987 and 
$3.5 billion by 1990. 

(e) T"ne MRP market was estimated to be worth $300 million in 1986 and 
again E>xpected •:o expand by between 15 per cent and 20 per cent. 

Studies highlighting the use of these technologies in different secto~~ 
sugggest that penetration of such factory automation is growing. A recent 
three-country survey (2. :uggested that more than 50 per cent of firms in 
manufacturing in Franc~, the FRG and the UK were usi.1g some form of 
microelectronically-controlled equipmert. In another recent survey based on 
650 UK fir~s, this pattern of use is confirmed. For example, 58 per cent had 
CAD and 52 per cent MRP syste111s installed, with a further 44 per cent using 
master scheduling systems for production management (3). 

These applications have taken place in all three spheres of 
manufacturin& - design, production and co-ordination - but, as yet, there has 
been JLttle inter--sphere automation, which would corresponrt to the higher 
level& of integration ~n our model. 

Where this has taken place, it is usually in the form of an "island" of 
automation in a "sea" of conventional technology - for example, by installing 
a flexible manufaturing cell in a corner of a traditional engineerinf 
facility. Even greenfield site projects are only beginning to exploit higher 
levels of integrated automation altho~gh there is widespread agreement among 
commentators that this is th~ direction in which things will go. 
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The important point to note about this pattern of diffusiod is that the 
majority of projer.ts are still concerned with discrete applications and there 
is relatively little in the way of integrated automation. Indeed, the 
impressive growth rates for the above technologies should be placed in 
context; for many technologies there has been a substantial slowing down of 
market development. 

For example, the CAD figures world-wide are much lower taan in previous 
years; in the UK the 1igures for 1984/85 showed a 56 per cent increase, and in 
1985/86 a still impressive 24 per cent. By cont-~st the 1986/87 figures are 
down to around 14 per cent. This drop can be largely explained by the shift 
towards more complex integrated systems with slower diffusion. 

Similarly, growth in industrial robotics has also slowed, reflecting 
the limitations posed by current generations of t~chnology. FMS jiffusion has 
seen the most expansion in the smaller manufacturing cells end of the market, 
where these can be introduced as stand-alone islands of automation rather than 
as part of integrated systems. 

Benefits of CIM 

At first sight, the experie~ce of early users uf even partially 
integrated systems - islands of CIM - appear to confirm the promise of 
substantial benefits. 

Consider the following exam~les: 

(a) In research on Flexible ManufaLturing Systems (combining 
production and co-ordination spheres in the metalworking engineering sector), 
a study of ~ore than SO cases covering a wide size range highlighted major 
benefits for all users, as Table S indicates. 

Table 5. B~nefits of FM3 use by company size 

Size of firm 
(r~. of employees) 

1-500 

501-1,000 

1,000+ 

Average 

-

Lead 
time 

-66 

-76 

-86 

-74 

Work-in
progress (WIP) 

(Percentage) 

-66 

-63 

-70 

-68 

Machine 
utilization 

+45 

+50 

+55 

+52 

(b) In the Rolls-Royce Advanced Integrated Manufacturing System (AIMS) 
?roject for the manufacture of tur~ine blades, benefits included a reduction 
in lead time from 26 weeks to 6, a reduction in overall inventory of £4.6 
million and an increase in labour productivity. Tl'.e whole system cost £4 
million and was pa~d for out of the inventory savings acbieved in the first 
year of operation." 
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(c) One large mmufacturer of men• s shirts in the United States 
reported total savings of more than $10 million in seven years as a result of 
introducing CAD/CAM for grading, marking and cutting. Nearly a third of these 
savings came from a reduction in direct labour, another third was a result of 
the increased utilization of piece goods IUld the remaining third came from a 
combination of reductions in indirect labour, transportation, idle space 
ctilization and various supply items. In general, it was found that firms in 
the clothing industry that had introduced CAD/CAM experienced between 25 and 
40 per cen~ direct labour reduction, 1-2 per cent savings on fabric, 90 per 
cent reduction in training time and throughput savings of 50 per cent. 
Significant downstream savings in assembly time were also reported as a result 
of more accurate cutting (4). 

It is also important to recognize that other benefits accrue from 
investments in AMT which may be intangible but which still make an important 
contribution tn competitiveness. For one user of a large integrated system, 
these included: 

(a) Improved control and reduced disruption upstream and downstream of 
the FMS; 

(b) Ability to ~eact quickly to required modifications or product 
changes; 

(c) Ability to handle pre-production (R and D) batches under 
production conditions; 

(d) Improved control over materials handling; 

(e) Improved company image; 

(f) Enabled int~oduction of multi-skilled working. 

However, a numbe~ of problems make these benefits difficult to achieve 
and their incidence rises with the level of integration attempted. As has 
been seen, this pushes iirms towards strategies lookin~ towards investments in 
discrete rather than integrated systems, at least in th~ short-term. A' recent 
report for the British Institute of Management makes the point that although 
firms have made investments in AMT, these have not always been successful 
(5). In one sample of 64 plants that had invested in some form of FMS, 1 more 
than two-thirds had so fiar only achieved low payback, while ethers using CAD 
also felt that they were1 not getting the best out of them. Table 6 presents 
some of the data from this study. 

Table 6. Payoffs from Advanced Manufacturing Technology 
(Base: 250 firms) 

Technology 

CAD 
CAM 
MRP 
FMS 
Robots 

Zero to low payoff Moderate to high 1 

(percentage) 

46 
46 
19 
67 
76 

54 
54 
81 
33 
24 

Sourr British Institute of Management, Cranfield, 1986. 
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Inevitably, this has led firms to revise their investment intentions 
downwards and away from the more complex systems technologies. Too auch 
should not be read into figures of this kind, but they do demonstrate t~at 
aoving to integrated configurations of technology raises a number of 
questions. Despite optimistic market forecasts and the promise of 
conslder•ble benefits, a growing mood of caution is clearly developing among 
potential users. This emerges in the apparent slowdown in investment, in 
cOlllletits in the trade press and in a growing cynicism about much of the supply 
industry. It reflects, above all, a disenchantment with AMT's ability to 
delivi': the benefits promised. There are several examples of costly failures 
and of ~ystems working at a fraction of their true potential. 

Although firms would rather not publicize their failures, it is 
instructive to consider them since they confirm the view that realizing the 
potential benefits offered by advanced automation is not always a simple 
aatter of aalting the decision to invest. 

Examples of major projects gone wrong are: 

' (a) The GM Saturn project, where performance expectations have been 
draaatically revised downwards de~pite massive investment in technologies and 
the ecquisition of a key systems house to provide the necessary software 
support; 

(b) The Computer-Aided Production Management facilities of the bicycle 
aanufacturer TI-P.aleigh, where the changes in computer control systems not 
only failed to produce improvements but caused a seriou2 loss of production 
efficiency (6). 

Even where systems do work, it may take several years to learn to use 
them well enough to exploit the s~rt of gains the suppliers suggested were 
possible. For example, in research on CAD, it was found that it took firms an 
average of two years to achieve "best practice" productivity gains <7). In 
another study on 44 robotics projects, half were abandoned before completion 
(8). A study of CAPM in the UK pointed out that "even advanced CAPM users 
have difficulty in understanding how best to use the numerous CAPM control 
variables (especially in combination) ••• thus, they are not getting full 
benefit from CAPM systems" (9). 

These appear to be symptoms of a negative reaction to the massive 
injection of AMT, which was supposed to make the manufacturing "p11tient" 
better. One of the most significant points now beginning to emerge 1s that 
technology alone will not solve many of the fundamental problems present in 
factories. It is argued strongly that there is no point in putting in 
sophisticated computer-based systems into factories that still opr~ate t 

inefficiently. As one interviewee on CAPM put it, "When you put a computer 
into a chaotic factory the only thing you get is computerized chaos?" 

To add to this criticism, the evidence from those firms that have 
implemented organizational innovations such as Just-in-Time has been that they 
not only improve performance in 4r~as like inventory reducti~n and quality 
management but they also help reorganize and simplify the overall operation. 
Careful analysis of the root problems and the key areas for improvement have 
s~ifted attention away from traditional tar1ets like direct labour coats 
towards materials management and overhead reduction. It is argued - by users 
and consultants alike - that on the back of such simpl!fication and 
'organizational improvement, advanced technology stands a much better chan•:" of 
•ucceeding. 

I I II 
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An illustration of this can be found in the experience of the Digital 
Equipment Corporation in implementing a major CIM facility in Clollllel, 
Ireland. Although this vas planned as a technological innovation and, five 
years on, is generally regarded as having made a significant contribution to 
improved performance at the plant across a ra...&ge of indicators (such as 
productivity growth, stock turn, inventory reducti~ns, lead time reductions 
and quality Jmprovement), the plant director views the major benefits as 
having come from organizational learning. He identifies several key lessons 
vh~cb the company learned including the need to "simplify before automating. 
Most people vho get into difficulties ~ith iavestments that do not realize 
their potential do so because they try to automate their existing operations. 
Information technology and automation permit new and simpler vays of doing 
things" (10). 
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IV. BARilERS TO DIFFUSIOR 

A number of factors militate against firas' successfully implementing 
Integrat~d Automation Technologies (IATs). They can be considered under four 
areas: 

(a) Investment costs and justification; 

(b) Technological problems; 

(c) Lack of in-house skills and resources; 

(d) Organizational factors. 

A. Investment costs and iustification 

Although the costs of IATs are falling to the point where they are 
accessible to smaller firms, decisions about investaents often exceeding £1 
million cannot be taken lightly. In particular, they imply a number of 
changes from the traditional approach firms take to investment justification, 
especially the need to take a longer-term strategic view of teechnology within 
the context of the overall business. 

Thus, issues dealir.g with the market impact (or opportunity cost, in 
the case of decisions against investing) of increased flexibility need to be 
•dded to the more traditional shop-floor concerns of faster speeds, greater 
reliability and labour-saving. For many firms, this involves a shift in the 
locus of responsibility for decision-making and planning for automation. What 
used to be a shop-floor activity, primarily the province of production 
engineers, now becomes a boardroom issue on which those responsible for 
strategic planning need to have a view. In turn, there is a need for 
information input to the decision process - from marketing, from product 
design, as well as from production. 

The basis on which investment is justified and the techniques whereby 
the case is made are undergoing changes. Simple return on investment 
techniques are being replaced by complex alternatives that take account of the 
strategic issues and try to provide a quantitative rationale for decisions 
which up till now have often been taken largely as an act of faith. At the 
same time, the traditional criteria - for example, direct labour saving - are 
less easy to apply as integrated technologies often change the way the 
organization needs to utilize its assets. 

B. Technological oroblems 

Although there are problems in extending the range and capability uf 
discrete items or equipment (such as CNC mach~ning centres), the main issues 
concern integrating different elements. The 4ifficulties are mostly in the 

- software and in the overall integrating philo~ophiea to be used. Physical 
integration of equipment (e.g. interfacing ro~ots and handling devices to 
machine tools) is relatively straightforward, ,but software integration - the 
problem of getting different items of equipment to talk intelligibly to rach 
other - is a major difficulty. 
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In essence, what is needed is soae fom of "highway code" for all the 
electronic traffic in an integrated automation system establishing clearly the 
various "rules of the road": vho bas priority, speed liaits, parking areas, 
etc. This vould be difficult enough if all the po:ential inputs of electronic 
traffic were part of a system made by the saae aar.ufacturer - but in practice, 
the requirement aust be for an "open" system ( <=ntitting any itea of equipment 
froa any supplier being linked into a factory necwork of any 3fze. Such an 
Open System Interconnection (OSI) standard is crucial to ~uccessful software 
integration. Once established, producers of autoaat.~a equipment can design 
their products accordingly, suppliers of coaponen~s to thea can build special 
translator chips - and the whole market has a chance of standardizing. 

The fear is, of course, that a single supplier will he able to iapose 
particular standards and "lock in" users to certain equipment; thus, there is 
concern and arg1111ent about vhich standard to adopt. Specifications for OSI 
have been agreed at the International Standards Organization in Geneva and a 
proposed seven-layer model has been available since 1978 in outline fora. 
This will allow the kinds of interconnection needed in a factory frOll basic 
automation rights up to high levels of integration at plant level and beyond. 

Raving a specification for OSI is not sufficient, however, since that 
vaa established primarily for general c011Bunications between items of IT. The 
requirement is for manufacturing a specific version and the front runner for 
this is the General Motors Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP). GM 
developed this in response to its own urgent need for standards. GM has 
between 20,000 and 30,000 prograanable devices and ambitious plans for factory 
automation, which will depend crucially on being able to connect these 
together. Since no supplier was able to offer compatibility, GM has developed 
its own protocol to which it requires suppliers to conform. 

MAP is not a GM product but a standard specification which suppliers 
have largely begun to adopt. Most major automation manufacturers, including 
Fanuc of Japan, have announced that they will support MAP; semiconductor firms 
like Intel have also begun producing chips to enable them to implement it. 
The likelihood of K.\P b~coming a de facto standard appears high as a result of 
this and also because of backing from other agencies (1). 

There are still some doubts about the full success of MAP. Recent 
announcements by the Digital Equipment Corporation, for example, have been 
highly critical of the approach and a number of UJC firms are worried that 
later versions of the protocol may not meet their particular requirements. 
Other options also exist - for example, alternative protocols such as IBM's 
System Network Architecture which has the advantage of being well-proven in 
practice but worries many users because of the possible resulting "lock-in" to 
IBM, or software integration based on "portable" language like URIX or other 
"home-grown" attempts at integration. Furthermore, for many tasks, simpler 
networks with established protocols can be used. For example, many factories 
are already running networks under Ethernet • 

Reverthel~ss, there is general agreement that standards based on OSI 
principles will emerge. In addition to MAP, there is also the Technical 
Office Protocol developed by Boeing. TOP is aimed at design and office 
activities and includes a number of attempts to formalize the exchange of 
graphics information between CAD systems - for example, between firms 
supplying and buying components in the vehicle industry. This has important 
implications for any supplier of automation services since it will need to 
become and remain conversant with the nature an~ development of such standards. 
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C. Lack of in-house skills and resources 

Integrated automated systems require skilled resources in two key 
areas: to support the iaplementation project and to support the long-tent 
operation of the system. For the latter, there are already serious problems 
of resource shortages at the level of technician and above. 

The pattern of convergence observed in the technology is thus reflected 
in the type of human resources required to support integrated manufacturing 
sy~tems. Although the level of direct labour needed to support CIM is 
falling, its composition reflects J growing need for breadth and depth !n 
skills and experience. As systeas are becOlling more physically integrated, 
bringing a number of discrete operations into a single coaplex cell - not only 
is there a considerable shift in the balance of direct to indirect workers, 
but those direct operators who remain also become responsi~le for a much more 
COllplex and concentrated system. 

Multiple skills are an inportant requirement, bringing together 
different engineering disciplines (e.g. hardware/software, electronics with 
applications, manufacturing systems engineering and different craft skills 
(e.g. maintenance). With the decreasing importance and involvement of direct 
workers, those who remain need to be flexible and highly trained in First-line 
maintenance, diagnostics, etc. The increasing number of indirect support 
staff must be broadly skilled and able to respond to a wide variety of 
problems right across an integrated facility. 

As the overall numbers of direct oper1.tors decline, the decision about 
how to train and use those who remain grows·in importance. Here there is 
growing debate about whether traditional patterns of work organization based 
on the ideas of Taylor and Ford are necessarily appropriate in the case of 
integrated systems. Attempts to develop a fully automatic factory - that is, 
one with no human intervention whatsoever - are unlikely to meet with much 
success because of the enormous risks and costs associated with developing 
suitable software to control such systems. As one researcher from the Federal 
Republic of Germany puts it, "Most managers and production planners follow a 
strategy to replace human work still further by enforced use of computers on 
the shop-floor and in the technical office in an integrated manner. Since 
this strategy is in danger of creating new problems, the growing minority 
seeks to avoid them by reorganizing production and rearranging the division of 
functions between man and machine in a way that makes use of the workers' 
skills instead of reducing them to operating servants" (2). 

Research in the UK for example, has begun to demonstrate the importance 
of rethinking operator roles within advanced manufacturing systems (3). In 
work on small flexible cells (which was based on an analysi& of the causes cf 
system downtime), researchers found that in addition to a deskilled 
machine-minding role, there was a need for a highly ~killed "operator midwife" 
role which involved intervening when problems with the largely automated 
control system emerged. The objective in such systems moves from one that 
sees labour as a necessary evil and a cost item, to be reduced or eliminated 
wherever possible, to one that regards labour as an important aid in keeping 
the utilization of the system high - and thus in recovering its high capital 
costs. 

With increasing dependence on indirect workers to keep such system' 
running - for example, in the field of mainten&nce - comes a need to exa~ine 
the 1pattern of skills availability and its development. Technological , 
integntion is bringing a number of new demands in the skills required of, an 
indi'v'idual, particularly in the areas of more flexibility and breadth. 
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Ellpirical studies identify this requirement in a number of industries - for 
example, the degree to which provision or lack of suitable skills and training 
can affect the speed of firms in achieving best practice performance v~th CAD 
systems (4). 

. 
In the federal Republic of Germany, a detailed study ot·the large FMS 

installed at Messerschmidt-Bolkov-Blua in Augsburg points out the extent to 
which maintenance skills {especially the never ones such as systems analysis 
and diagnostics) contribute to the utilizati~n of advanced manufacturing 
systems - and to the rapid repayment of their initial costs. Analysis of aore 
than 6,000 hours of operation revealed that more than half the systea downtime 
vas due to unscheduled stoppages or breakdowns. Of the time taken to repair 
and bring the systea back into operation, aro1Dld half was taken up in 
diagnosis. The ~~nclusion vas that "the more complex and automated the 
systems vere, t~e higher the skills level of the maintenance specialist~ bad 
to be to achieve reasonable failure rates and implement facility improvements 
••• and ••• the lower the personnel levels were {producing vith automated 
facilities), the broader the educational background of these workers 
(operators and maintenance) had to be" (5). 

As firm size decreases and the level of experience in implementing 
major strategic projects also declines, the need for outsiders to become 
involved increases. Although a production engineer may be able to manage the 
introduction of a new machine tool, the scale of integrated systems in, for 
example, an FMS, means a number of new and important skills need to be brought 
to bear. At the very least a project team drawn from internal resources needs 
to be set up to oversee vhat may well be a three-year process. Such a team 
requires representatives from many different disciplinary areas. The degree 
to which control over day-to-day project management remains within the firm 
depends primarily on firm size and local resources (6). 

Even when firms have the necessary project resources in-house, the 
configuration of systems requires close co-operation vith suppliers of the 
various elements: hardware, software, handling systems, etc. The requirement 
here is to marry the in-house experience of the process to be automated with 
the specialist expertise from the supplier side. The further up the 
integration ladder projects go, the less likely an in-house implementation 
team will suffice; the model will shift to the pattern often found in the 
process industri~s with either a joint team or else a managing 
agent/contractor undertaking to provide a tunlkey service. 

D. Organizational factors 

This last group of factors is also the most complex to try and 
evaluate. It is generally accepted that technological change requires so~e 
degree of organization in order to work successfully. Put another way, 
innovation theory stresses that "compatibility" - the degreP. to which an 
innovation fits into the context in which it is being placed - is an important 
determinant of adoption success. In the case of FMS and other integrated 
systems automation, this is particularly true and many commentators have 
talked about the need for a "new way of thinking" (7). 

Underlining this point is the comment of many studies that the bulk of 
benefits come not from the technology but ~rom the organizational changes 
firms were forced to make around the introduction of the technology. In the 
extreme case, firms that looked at FMS and other systems as a means to obtain 
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benefits such as reduced inventories, shorter lead times and higher quality 
find that their feasibility studies highlight areas of potential 
organizational as well as technological change. Once the organizational 
changes are implemented, firms may find that they no longer need complex 
integrated systems like ntS. 

The elements of such organizational inno~ation and adaptation vary with 
each fira but typically include: 

(a) functional integration. This is becoming a key feature in 
~omputer-Integrated Manufacturing. As technology brings different areas of 
the fira together, it becomes important to ~.nsure that the problems of 
interdepartmental boundaries are minimized. In some cases this may lead to 
the creation of new roles or groups, either on a te:nporary (task force, 
project team) or a permanent basis. For example, there is the need - itself 
facilitated by moves towards CAD/CAM linkages within firms - for the design 
and production departments to work closely together to develop products 
suitab1e for manufacture on integrated systems. Such a "design for 
manufacture" philosophy is particularly significant in the flexible assembly 
automatio~ field, for example, where small modifications to the design of an 
item can eliminate the need for complex manipulation or operations within an 
automated system. In one notable case, redesign of the product led to a 
reduction in the number of operations (handling and machining) from 47 to 15 -
with significant implications for cost and lead time savings. As one manager 
involved put it, "FltS is going to drive the shop - but it's also going to 
drive the people who design the product and the production engineering ••• 
those parts have got to be made on this investment if we are to justify it". 

The essence of such functional integration is not to eliminate 
specialist skills but to bring them to bear in a co-ordinated fashion on the 
problems of designing, producing and selling products. The intention is to 
create a single-system view of the process rather than one with many parochial 
toundaries and little interchange across them. 

(b) Vertical integratiQ!l, with shorter and flatter hierarchies and 
devolution of decision-making. In the same way as integrating technologies 
require closer functional integration, so they imply shorter hierarchies and 
greater vertical integration in the organizational structure. In order to 
exploit the full benefits of a rapidly responsive and flexible system, it may 
be necessary to create a managerial decision-making structure that is closely 
involved with the shop-floor and has a high degree of delegated autonomy. One 
approach being taken is setting up semi-autonomous business units, 
concentrating not only the necessary production facilities and support 
associated with a particular product family, but also the relevant business 
and financial functions. In turn this has implications for the training and 
qualifications of those involved in such units. Since these personnel are 
effectively memberR of a ~mall company setup within the framework of a larger 
one, the range of responsibilities they undertake is much broader than that of 
functional specialists. 

(c) ~~-.QIAanization. At the level of the shop-floor, considerable 
changes are implied for the pattern of work organization. With greater 
reliance on a small group of workers and managers comes the need to look for 
1a1odels of production organization that move away from task fragmentation, 
division of labour and control by external regulatory systemJ of sanctions and 
r~wards. Instead, there is a need to evolve alternatives ~ased on small 
autonomous working groups, with ~igh flexibility and int~.-nal control. There 
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appears to be growing recognition of the inapprapriateness oI approaches 
developed by Taylor and Ford, which are based on a fu.-::.dan:.er.··al d~s-integration 
of work for activities surrounding a f~ndam~nta!ly integratin& set of 
technologies. 

(d) ~trategic integration, matct.ing fti!t:~i~factur:i r..?. . r.vestment strategy 
with the vider business objectives of th~ firm. i:r:!!.diti_, .<,Uy, c;::rategy has 
been about deciding which products to make fo: w;L~..:i1 .aark~:c:;;. '.;.1le r.:•:ncept cf 
a 11anufacturing or technology strategy rE:~atin.~ these t(\ , ,., __ ·i•&llUfC:·:.; aring 
field is relatively new and is much needed. I11 mar •. ' cas.-:.:..·; ::i?:"l!IS aie 
iapleaenting integrated technologies vi thout a clear ides. o! their fit 'd tll a 
broader strategy. Too often such systems are installed with little in the "'~''' 
of strategic objectives or criteria tc measure success in meeting these. 
Where criteria do exist, they are otten defined in a narro~ technical or 
financial sense rather than taking into account the wider ·.:ontext of the 
effect that technology might have on the busine::s environment. for example, 
an FMS might be judged on narrow criteria within the production sp~ere -
throughputs, speeds, labour-savings, etc. - rat·ner than "..>y other strategic 
benefits which may (or may not) ensue, such as improved co~petitiveness as a 
result of shorter lead times and greater agility in the marke~place (8). 

(e) Cultural integration. A general roint about adaptation within the 
firm cor. ~ms the idea of organization cultur•! - the set of beliefs and norms 
about "the way things are and thE: way we do things around here". The 
challellf~S posed by integrating technologies will require new ways of thinking 
about how to organize to make best use of the technologies. But the 
organizational ability to exploit the technologies successfully will depend on 
how far the prevailing culture is open to change. Traditionally, produr.tion 
has been characterized by a culture that emphasizes things like stability, 
bureaucratic procedure (as in "doing things by the book"), specialization and 
division of responsibility and so on (q). Although such a culture was 
traditionally well-suited to the demands of ptoduction in a stable 
environment, it is less so in onE characterized by fluctuating demands in the 
marketplace where agility and responsiveness and flexibility are the key 
factors associated with success. Consequently, there is a need to develop 
ways of moving towards a more open and flexible culture in production - and 
this ma) again have implications for structures, method~ and processes within 
the firm. 

I 

(f) Inter-firm links. Parallel with these orga~izational developments 
within firms has come the gradual realization that the ~anufacturing process 
consists of a series of firms and links. Increasingly, , the relationships 
between firms are being recognized as important as the (irms themselves in 
terms of controlling costs and addlng value. 

Technological process innovation and investment ~annot, therefore, be 
considered solely in the co~text of individual firms. ~ather, strategies must 
be developed taking into account the material and compo~ent suppliers and the 
distribution system. 

I 

For example, in the UK automotive and electronics, industries, there are 
clear signs of consultation between component suppliers ,and their customers on 
investment in CAD. In order for such steps to have been, taken, the 
relationship between the two parties must have developed, from the traditional 
model, often based on conflict, to a "resolved" model th~t relies upon a 
"comon sense" trust and coqcern for mutual developmen~ ,(10). 
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V. SUPPLIERS OF TECHNOLOGY 

From the review of problem ar!as in prevtous sections, it is clear 
that users conte~plating the implementation of advanced and integrated 
manufacturing systems are likely to need varying degrees of ~~pport in the 
process. 

For a few large firms with experience in automation and complex 
products, the main resourc~s to support developmePt of complex ~ystems can be 
found in-house. The principal external resources needed are equipment (and 
even here the buyer firm is in a strong 3nd well-informed position to specify 
exactly what is wanted and to evaluate different suppliers against this) and 
specialist expertise in narrow problem-specific areas. 

At the other end of the scale, an inexperienced small or medium-sized 
user firm will need a wide range of support including: 

(a) Technical support in business and technical audit, planning, 
simulation, etc., to arrive at a suitable configuration. This might include 
consideration of alternative solutions to the problems facing the firm such as 
the introduction of quality progranmes or Just-in-Time; 

(b) Help with fiuancial and strategic planning; 

(c) Feasibility study and investment justification support; 

(d) Education and awareness raising, especially at board level; 

(e) Support (perhaps via an external managing agent/project manager) 
for the implementation, planning and execution of a large-scale project. This 
latter job woul~ include bringing in the different systems and suppliers, 
ensuring they deliver on time, and coping with emerging problems; 

(f) Training for operation; 

(g) Support for organizational development and necesaary changes in 
management and execution. 

The majority of firms fall somewhere in between the two categories just 
described. In one study on FMS in smaller firms (1), most had made use of one 
or more sources of external support, ranging from consultants at the planning 
and selection stage; through software houses to assist in systems integration; 
to computer and machinery suppliers to help during the implementation 
process. Most of these projects took three years or more from initidl 
planning to final operation and the general experience was that projects on 
this scale are beyond the normal capacity of the firm to plan and manage 
completely alone • 

Significantly, there were many criticisms of the various ~uppliers and 
consultants, especially of consultantE ( " ••• telling us what we already know 
and costing us an arm and a leg a~ they do so!") and of computer suppliers 
("All they want to do is shift boxes - they·~ tell y~u anything in order to 
make a sale!"). 
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Sources of support 

As has been seen, moving into the implementation of integrated 
automation systems will often require a range of support complementing users' 
in-house resources and experience; few firms will be happy to leave the entire 
project to outsiders to plan and manage. Thus, some form of ;>artnership 
involving joi~t probiem-solving is to be preferred. 

Components of problem-solving from the supply side would include: 

{a) Aiming to provide solutions to problems, rather than technology 
packaged and sold as a panacea for all ills; 

{b) Total rather than partial solutions (which often reflect supplier 
bias towards selling a particular product); 

{c) Help in choosing different approaches to solving the problem - for 
example, involving managerial, organizational as well as technological change; 

{d) Incremental approa.::hes permitting gradual change which the 
organization can afford and, more important, can ab~orb; 

{e) Guarantees ~f support and technical service in the long-term. 

There are a number of different actors in the automation market but so 
far none are really in a position to supply this range of services and 
equipment. As ~ne major supplier put it, in its own advertisement: " the 
main obstacle to integrated manufacturing is the inherent incompatibility 
between existing systems. Integration was not a consideration when many rf 
these systems were acquired. T~~re is no 3imple solution to the prcblem. CIM 
is a business strategy, not a sA,igle product you can buy. No single supplier 
has all the products to integrate a manufacturing enterprise" (2). 

Although suppliers generally recognize their inability to offer turnkey 
solutions, there are still serious weaknesses in the way they are meeting user 
needs. For example, some suppliers claim to offer total solutions but provide 
weak or no support in some areas. 

Users and suppliers are also responding by: 

(a) Forming joint ventures or consortia; 

(b) Using systems integrators/managing a1ents to put a package 
together on behalf of a client; 

{c) Use~s reducing their r.ceds tc a level at which a single source can 
supply and guarantee a system. For example, the market growth in smaller 
flexible manufacturing cells rathe~ than in large and complex systems is a 
reflection of this; 

(d) User firms carrying out configuration and project managemP.nt 
::.n-house 'JD a "do-it-yourself" basis. 
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The supply side can be categorized into a number of different groups as 
follows: 

These are firms whose main background is in computers but which have 
begun to divt=sify in a number of fields in recent year~ on the applications 
side. Although computers have been used in process contiol directly in the 
p~ocess industries for many years, their role in batch manufacturing has been 
primarily i~ data processing applications (such as payroll) and in production 
co-ordination dUch as Material Requirements Planning and Computer-Aided 
Process Planning (CAPP). Here new market possibilities are opening up in both 
new application areas (e.g. CAD, FMS, simulation and expert systems) and in 
networks and hierarchies of control which require central and distributed 
computer power. Some of these computer suppliers have had traditionally 
strong links with industrial process computers or control instrumentation; 
others have built up experience with microprocessor control systems which are 
much more ~idely used in manufacturing applications. 

All the major computer suppliers offer CIM packages. These comprise 
computer hardware in a range of sizes and power, and software that is often of 
a modular nature designed to integrate into a complete suite with modules 
tailored for particular production management applications and networks. In 
larger firms such as IBM, diversification has gone further towards full 
factory automation supply capability, with recent acquisitions including 
CAD/GA.~, robotics and factory automation networks. 

As might be expected, many of these companies are thPmselves at the 
forefront of internal automation - often to an advanced level. Such 
investments have an importa~t advantage in terms of learning by doing. Their 
experience can be used to improve the design of systems being sold and to 
sharpen the marketing approach because of greater understanding of the user 
side of things. Significantly, these companies have adopted a mixture of 
advanced technology (sophisticated computer networks and controls) and 
organizational innovation (such as quality programs, Just-in-Time scheduling, 
purchasing and manufacturing). As a result, they are becoming aware of the 
need to sell more than just technology if they are to provide customers with 
solutions to problems rather than simply computer systems. 

The main weaknesses of suppliers on the computer side are that they are 
often seen to be "pushing boxes" without concern for longer-term concP.rns of 
usf'rs; that they are trying to "lock-in" customers to parti<'ular t-rands; and 
that they are not experienced in all areas now related to CIM and not always 
offering the most appropriate solution (e.g. offering high cost and complex 
MRP2 systt~e when simple Just-in-Time approaches might be more suitable). 
There is also a high degree of cynicism among potential users of computer 
systems who have found many of these problems in earlier generations of 
computers used in DP applications. 

2. $oftware and systems houses 
I 

These are organizations primarily involved in 4eveloping software and 
designing systems, either on a freelance basis or as part of larger firms. 
These organizations have the advantage that they tend ,to be hardware 
supplier-independent {although some of their software ,is designed to run on 
particular machines) and they can configure semi-stan~ard software to suit 
user needs. Several also offer new products specific ,to the emerging needs of 
systems planners a~d developers - such aJ simulation packages. 
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The growth in integrated systems has seen the expansion of this sector, 
often as the integration contractor in major CIM projects where software is 
seen as the key componant. This bas helped them enter the market as systems 
integrators and several are new offering a much broader range of s~rv!ces. 
The main weaknEss of software houses is, however, that many are still small 
operations and thus face problP..ms b1. managing and implementing large-scale 
projects. 

3. Equipment suppliers 

A number of firms supply constituent equipment as components of CIM 
facilities including machines, handling systems, robots and control systems. 
Increasingly, they have extcnd~d their range to include handling systems (such 
as pallet systelds or simple robots), tool management systems, etc. In some 
cases, e.g. CN~ tools, the control systems are interchangeable so that 
customers can express a preference for what is, in many ways, a standard 
control box. This pattern means that certain kinds of systems can ~e offerEd 
on a turnkey package basis - for example, flexible manufacturing cells. 

In other cases e.&. on machinery for the food industry, ~he control 
systems may be r.imch more specific. The tr~nds are increasingly for such 
producers to off er more of a complete range of manufacturing systems and to 
negotiate licences or enter joint ventures in order to bP able to do this. 

The strength of this group of suppliers lies in their knowln·'!gt of 
their product and :ts traditional application areas in batch manufacturing. 
Where user firms have traditionally bo~ght single machine tools, they may well 
look for the same supplier to implement more complex manufacturing sy~tems for 
them. Their weaknesses are their relative inexperience in selling whole 
systems, in ~roject management, in organizational innovations (such as 
Just-in-Time~ and in other aspects which a smaller firm might need such as 
skills in the Pusiness side or long-term strategy. Many are learning by doing 
since :heir own product is made in small batches and to-order; many also run 
user education and awareness raising progranunes as part of their overall 
mPrketing approach. 

4. Management consultants 

A number of the larger management consultancies have begun to offer 
some form of automation and factory management consultanry as part of their 
overall portfolio. Many of these manufacturing-related operations have been 
around for some time and were originally concerned with work study and other 
projects but have nov moved to offer expertise in AMT. 

Their strength is in atrategy and consulting. They are used to helping 
clients diagnose the need for change in their organizations, helping them 
implement it and advising on strategic development. However, although some of 
these operations are growing - reflecting both the expansion of the market and 
the need for external advice - such consultancies are rarely able to provide 
the necessary resources themselves to design and build new facilities or to 
manage and commission large-scale projects. 

Their role is becoming more important as user firms look towards 
alternative and complementary innovations in the organizational sphere - such 
as Just-in-Time and Total Quality Control - in addition to major technological 
changes. Such innovation is well-suited to consultancy since it requires 
skills in implementing organizational changes and is lt!.:''l resource intensive. 
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One other area of strength in the consultants' favour is their ability 
to arrange and manage some of the business aspects of AMT investment such as 
arranging financing and taking advantage of government support schemes. This 
ability to provide a broad support service is of value to the smaller fil'll -
although, as mentioned, such breadth is not always matched by technological 
depth in actual impl~mentation. 

5. Endnectlng_ ~onsul tanu 

These have much in common with management consultancies, the main 
difference b~i~g that their technical and production management expertise base 
is ~uch b~oader because they have concentrated on engineering and factory 
projects as their main activity. Some engineering consultants have perf~rmed 
such roles as in-house groups in larger organizations. Others are 
organizations such as industry-specific research associations with 
considerable sector-specific knowledge which they are no.# trying to market. 
Another important group i&volves those who origin~lly entered the field 
selling microelectronics-related services and have now developed their skills 
and capabilities to address larger automation projects. 

6. Systems integratore 

This is a newly e.nerging group which aims at providing a measure of 
guarantee to potential users that the various p!~ces of technology and 
software chosen will actually fit and work together. The term "systems 
integrators" is beginr..ing to be used widely to cover many of the other 
categories discu~~ed earlier, but applies particularly to the kind of firm 
that can offer a strong track record of projects in which it has designed, 
built, managed and played other key roles. Systems integrators rely on a 
network of resources - from expertise providers, through computer hardware and 
software providers, to equipment suppliers on which a core team of highly 
skilled engineers can draw to configure solutions to meet particular client 
needs. 

One such systems integrator interviewed stressed the importance of two 
points - learning by doing ("If you don't build systems for yourself, you 
don't learn.") and being able to provide clients with demonstrations of the 
systems actually working and guaranteeing their long-term success. 

7. Early users 

These are firms that had entered the field early as users of 
integrated systems and are now selling on their experience. One reason for 
their doing this is that they were unable to find suitable partners en the 
supply side capable of carrying through the scale and type of automation 
project they required, forcing them into a "do-it-yourself" solution. Their 
strength lies in the fact that they have succeeded and can speak from 
first-hand experience, but a major weakness may be that they lack marketing 
experience in the field of automation products. 
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VI. ORGANIZATIONAL INBOVATIORS 

In addition to the technological elements, a number of important 
organizational and managerial innovations are increasingly finding their way 
into integrated facilities. Many have been developed in Japan but their 
origins and applicability are much more widespread. At the heart of these 
techniques is a philosophy of using existing resources (predominantly the 
employees themselves) to generate and implement creative solutions to 
production probl:!llls within a context of long-term continuous improvement. 

A. Main approac~es 

Among the most notable in terms of their impact on the kind of problems 
identified earlier in the report are: 

1. Just-in-Time CJIT) 

The basis of this approach is simple but it took nearly 30 years' 
development in Ja~an, especially in the motor vehicles industry. Just-in-Time 
or "Kanban" scheduling evolved in the Toyota plants and is now widely used in 
the country. JIT has now been adapted and is being used in a wide variety of 
sectors and countries to suit different needs. In its simplest form, JIT 
allows for minimal batch sizes and inventories. Components are n~t held in 
stock but delivered by suppliers to the point where they are neede~ 
"Just-in-Time" to be used. Within the factory the same principle applies, 
with batch sizes reduced so that only sufficient inventory is carried for the 
task at hand; work-in-progress is effectively eliminated. JIT is as much a 
philosophy about simplifying production operations as a single technique. 
Some other benefits are that it brings responsibility for quality, design and 
process improvement back to the shop-floor. 

This means, for example, that: 

(a) Deliveries from suppliers arrive just in time to be used by the 
manufacturer, eliminating the need for high levels of stocks to be held; 

(b) Each production stage produces just enough and just in time for 
the next stage to use it, thus keeping to a minimum the level of 
work-in-progress inventory; 

(c) Goods are produced just in time to be used by the customer, 
eliminating the need for stocks of finished goods to be held. 

The direct benefits are clearly in the area of inventory saving and, 
given the increasing emphasis of materials costs, this partly explains the 
popularity of the technique. But in order to effe~t this pattern of JIT 
manufacture, there has to be a smooth flow through the plant. This requires 
streamlining and simplifying all processes and operations so that physical 
flow is optimized and interruptions due to breakdown of complex machinery are 
minimized. Emphasis is also placed on changing the approach to quality - from 
something controlled at the end of the production process to one that is 
checked and managed at every stage - so that interruptions due to quality 
rejects are eliminated. Benefits arising from these changes include space 
savings, scrap reductions, lead time reductions and higher employee motivation. 
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JIT is clearly well suited to low-variety production. However, it also 
offecs flexibility, which means addressing the problem of reducing set-up time 
for changing machines, tools and materials in order to manufacture new or 
different products. The goal of JJT systems is to work economically with a 
batch size of one - something which chall~nges conventional theories on what 
constitutes an economic batch quantity. JIT is thus more of a broad approach 
than a single technique. 

In essence, there are three focal points in introducing a JIT programme: 

(a) Reducing set-up times 

In order to obtain a smooth flow in a multi-product plant, it is 
necessary to find ways of reducing the level of interruption due to resetting 
machines, tooling and other inputs. In a JIT approach, this is achieved in 
several ways: by reducing the set-up times, by simplifying the sequence of 
operations required and by standardizing the product and the fixtures 
associated with it. This does not mean a reduction in product variety but a 
rationalization of product variants into "families" with similar 
characteristics representing co1111Don operations with minimal resetting of 
machines. Much can be achieved with the use of standard modular fixtures so 
that different products can be presented to machinery in the same way, 
reducing the need for certain position adjustments. 

It should be stressed that major set-up time reduction may not be 
achieved overnight. However, a regular process of improving and streamlining 
operations, building upon the local knowledge of the operators and maintenance 
staff who work with the process regularly, can make a significant long-term 
contribution. One of the most impressive examples comes from the Toyota 
experience where such an incremental approach over many years has led to 
reduction of changeover time for large press-shop dies from several hours to 
single minutes - with corresponding gains in flexibility and productivity (1). 

Once set-up times can be reduced, it becomes possible to work wi~h 
smaller batches without losing product efficiency. In time this can lead to a 
smooth flow of production in a batch production environment. Benefits include 
lower inventories (because of reductions in queuing and waiting times) and 
space savings. 

(b) Use of multi-function workers 

One of the key differences in Just-in-Time production from other 
systems is the role of the individual worker in the process. Whereas 
traditional approaches often try and deskill tasks and remove operator 
involvement and discretion, JIT actively encourages the use of highly-skilled 
and flexible operators who are able to carry out quality and maintenance tasks 
in addition to direct operation. By passing these responsibilities back to 
the line operator, essentially reintegrating them into the overall task, 
stoppages due to poor qualitJ or to machine breakdown are reduced. This 
contributes to the smooth flow. Of course, multi-function workers must be 
trained to perform these additional tasks and in fact a high degree of 
emphasis on staff development and training is characteristic of JIT systems. 

By using multi-function workers within production layouts that have 
been revised to streamline operations and to stress commonalities, it is 
possible to achieve considerable interchangeability and flexibility - in 
routing, product mix, in volume and in coping with staff absences or machinery 
breakdown. 
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(c) Uniform output rates 

Another element in JIT systems is an eaphasis not on volume of output 
but on the rate of output, stressing the need for predictability and smooth 
flow once again. This is achieved by standardization - not in final variety 
to the customer but in the elements of the manufacturing process that can be 
controlled (fixtures, product families, process routings, etc.). Such 
standardization helps to provide line balancing even on low voluae production; 
the resulting saooth flow reduces the inventory levels held up in the overall 
process while keeping production lead times to a ainimU11. Figure XII shows 
the interplay among the elements of Just-in-Time. 

Figure XII. Just-in-Time: Interplay of Elements 

:::::r•t:~e:i•es ~:~~~ed.::::lty 
SaootherJ,flow / / Reduced inventory - in 
~ Y ~VIP, raw aat:erials and 

~8~ · finished goods 

Standar<&ization ;)space savings 

Unifora itput rates ~Improved utilization 

llultl-f~tlon workers ~Improved motivation 

Streamlined process ~ 
layout/design Reduced lead times 

.J, 
Flexibility and versatility 

Once again, it can be seen that these benefits represent solutions to 
many manufacturing problems. This suggests that approaches like JIT arP at 
least complementary to CIM as tools with which to tackle such problems. And 
they have the advantage of involving much less capital investment since they 
are primarily organizational innovations. This is not to say that their 
introduction is necessarily simple; evidence suggests that implementing 
successful JIT progrannes requires a major change in the overall culture ("the 
way we do things round here") in the organization. 

JIT is, above all, a philosophy ahout solving problems in organizations 
based on exposing these problems and trying to generate creative solutions 
using all the skills and experience of the various employees involved. 

2. Total Quality Control CTQC) 

Total Quall ty Control or "zer,o defects manufacturing" is another system 
that has been highly successful in Japan and is now being applied widely in 
western factories. TQC is also a broad philosophy rather than a single 
technique. Its overall aim is to return responsibility for q~ality to the 
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shop-floor and make it a direct part of the process rather than an indirect 
activity. Problems leading to quality difficulties such as poor incoaing 
aaterials are dealt with at source rather than via inspection, scrap and 
rework, which are really geared around treating symptoms. The aia is to be 
able to guarantee "zero defects" in production, hence providing 100 per cent 
quality assurance to custOllers. 

The basic ideas behind TQC are: 

(a) Get it right the first time by controlling quality within the 
aanufacturing process; 

(b) Make quality easy to see; 

(c) Place greater value on quality than on output; 

(d) Give responsibility for quality to the individual but back this up 
with the power to stop production if necessary amtil the quality problem is 
solved; 

(e) Correct your ovn mistakes; 

(f) Aim for 100 per cent checking rather than relying on statistical 
sampling; 

(g) Concentrate on incremental improvement on a project-by-project 
basis. 

Many of these statements appear trite but not when placed in the 
context of the quality problem. Estimates for western manufacturing suggest 
that as much as 20 per cent of all output is below acceptable quality and must 
be scrapped or reworked. This represents massive cost in terms of delays, 
lost production and working capital. Further, the extent to which the 
application of these techniques has been successful in Japan can be gauged by 
the fact that many Japanese firms can now talk of quality pr~blems in terms of 
"parts per million" whereas most western firms still deal with "percentage 
defects" - i.e. parts per hundred. 

The tools of TQC include a variety of measuring and inspection 
techniques designed to identify quality problems at an early stage. Two are 
particularly significant. Statistical Process Control (SPC) and quality 
circles. SPC uses a variety of tools to ensure that quality is controlled at 
each stage in the manufacturing process; if it begins to drift outside 
acceptable pre-set limits, the process is adjusted to bring it back into line. 

Quality circles are essentially problem-solving groups that focus their 
efforts on a project-by-project improvement of quality-related problems. The 
aim here, as with JIT, is to harness the skill, experience and connitment of 
those most directly concerned with production to improve quality within the 
whole process (2). 

3. Group technology 

Another important approach in moving to gre~~er flexibility and agility 
in manufacturing •s group technology. This groups products into families and 
pror.ess equipm~nt for making a family in the same place, rather than the 
traditional flow-line concept which groups' different types of process 
technology together. Such approaches are appropriate for small batch, high 
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variety work and also help in reducing layout complexity. Much of the early 
work on group technology and plant layout led the way for the development of 
Just-in-Time manufacturing; the latter still places emphasis on laying out the 
plant to ensure smooth flow with minimum travel of products during manufacture. 

An extension of the group technology concept is the idea of 
"•ini-factories" within a larger plant. In such a facility, al~ the necessary 
inputs to production for a particular family of products, including functional 
support like quality management, purchasing and stores, design, maintenance 
and even marketing are grouped together. The result is that, for all intents 
and purposes, the facility operates like a small factory producing a range of 
products. 

4. Other approaches 

A variety of other approar.hes are beginning to emerge as firms 
challenge the conventional ways in which manufacturing has been organized and 
managed (3). Among these are: 

(a) Design for manufacture, in which pr~ducts are specifically 
designed in consultation with manufacturing (and other functional areas) so as 
to minimize the range, number and complexity of operations to be performed. 
This has a number of benefits including reduced lead time for nev and modified 
products, increased productivity (since higher throughput results from having 
fewer complex operations to perform), better quality and less scrap. 

(b) Total Preventive Maintenance (TPM), in which it is acknowledged 
that much production interruption comes from breakdowns and unscheduled 
stoppages. Jn a TPM programme, productive time is sacrificed (for example, a 
third shift) and devoted instead to a rigorous programme of preventive 
maintenance. Evidence suggests that the costs of list output are compensated 
for by the increased availability of the plant during the remaining production 
shifts, and by the improvements in overall plant utilization figures. 

(c) Semi-autonomous working groups, an idea originating in early 
studies in the 1950s and 1960s in the discussion of alternative forms of work 
organization (4). In essence, these are attempts at developing some form of 
group-working in which members are given responsibility for most aspects of 
production (such as work organization, output rates and quality), thus taking 
on auch of the overall responsibility. As well as improving employee 
motivation, such approaches can considerably increase flexibility, even in 
relatively high volume sectors like capital goods or motor vehicle production. 

(d) Supplier management, in which the interrelationships between 
suppliers and manufacturers move beyond the traditional "adversarial" basis 
(with price as the only determinant) to a more collaborative model (with 
quality, deli very and technology as important elements within a long-term 
relationship of mutual dependence) (5). 

---------•-----------------------------------
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B. Benefits of organizational innovation 

Organizational change is crucial to support the move towards CIM. Put 
simply, integrated technologies will work effectively only in integrated 
organizations. The importance of this factor can be gauged from frequent 
reports stating that 50, 60, 70 and even 90 per cent of the benefits froa AMI 
inve~tment come not from technological but organizational changes involved. 
This is not really surprising. There is no point, for example in spending £3 
million on an FMS designed to give the firm greater flexibility to respond 
rapidly to changes in the market if the decision-making structure dealing with 
marketing and production planning remains rigid, slow and bureaucratic. There 
is also no point in spending a large sum on an integrated CAD/CAK system -
allowing data to move straight from design to controlling manufacturing 
machinery - if the func~ional areas of design and manufacturing remain 
separate and operate with little communication. 

As this report has argued throughout, many of the innovations discussed 
are essentially about finding alternatives to the traditional patterns 
established in the early part of this century. This is as much the case for 
organizational as for technological innovations. 

Consider the following examples: 

Example 1 

In a firm making small pumps for use in diese1 engines, these benefits 
were recorded after an innovation programme: 

Lead times 

Work-in-progress 
(units) 

Rejects 

Stock turn/year 

Overall costs 

Before 

10 days 

15,000 

3 per cent ,,. 

25 

1 day 

1,000 

1 per cent 

200 

10 per cent less 

This facility manufactured about 54,000 pumps per month and maintained 
continuity of production throughout the innovation programme. The investment 
was paid back within nine months. 

Although these benefits might appear to be the result of a major CIM 
investment programme, they in fact st~mmed from the introductio~ of a 
Just-in-Time system as an organizational alternative to the traci!~ional way of 
organizing production. The scheme was devise1 and implemented by a small team 
of eight people drawn from the actual operating area, who made extensive use 
of their "local" knowledge about how things could be improved. The main 
investment was in a software package called OPT (Optimized Production 
Technology) which enabled them to calculate the best way to implement the JIT 
system t' avoid bottlenecks in the plant. 
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Throughput time 

Inventory turn 
per year 

Delayed deliveries 

Inventory cost 

Hours (all staff) 
per unit 

Rework 
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Before 

25 days 2 days 

5 30 

40 per cent 2 per cent 

£10 million £2 million 

330 200 

6 per cent 1 per cent 

Once again, this was not an investment in sophisticated and high-cost 
FMS or CIM but a relatively simple package of organizational improvements and 
proven manufacturing technology. These benefits were achieved by a 
Just-in-Time and Total Quality Control package of organizational change and by 
the replacement of old machinery with CNC machine tools - but not in an 
integrated configuration. 

Example 3 

This firm, which makes shock absorbers, increased productivity by more 
than 25 per cent over a six-year period. During the same period, the 
following changes also took place: 

Scrap 

Custoaer returns/ 
hundred units sold 

Labour productivity 
(standard units produced/ 
man-hour) 

0.43 per cent 0.23 per cent 

0.46 per cent 0 .11 per cent 

6.44 8.32 

In this case, all the benefits resulted from organizational changes 
associated with productivity improvement groups. Perhaps most significant, 
apart from tha lack of capital investment, is that these figures were recorded 
in a developing country, Venezuela. 

Clearly, then, it is possible to achieve signlft.cant improvements in 
dealing with the problems i.dentified without necessarily going straight to 
CIM. It should be strepr~d that the principles upon which these strategies 
are based are in no way ~eculiarly Japanese - indeed, in many cases (such as 
Total Quality Management) the oritin of the idea was in th~ West - although 
they have become highly developed in Japan. Nevertheless, they are 
demonstrably app

1

licable in any country and early evidence suggests that they 
may be particularl~ appropriate to developing country contexts. 
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It is also important to understand that these are not always clearly 
defined "plug-in" techniques suitable to a particular situation but rather are 
overall philosophies of production organization and management. As sec:·.·· 
earlier in the report, there is a growing range of options being used tu 
address different aspects of the production management process. These need to 
be part of an overall approach - an organizatiohal change strategy to 
streamline, siDplify and integrate the way things are designed and made. 

Above all, the key factor in such approaches is the emphasis on human 
rather than techn~logical capital. Major improvements in production such ae 
in quality and in productivity can be achieved through relatively simple and 
inexpensive investments based on people rather than technology. 

C. Integrated organizational and technological change 

In all the previous examples of organizational adaptation, the coamon 
theme is one of integration, of bringing the different elements within and 
between organizations closer together. Although it cculd be argued that these 
various forms of adaptation are simply reflections of th~ learning curve and 
experience effect associated with any new technology, a more fundaaental 
change may well be involved - a sort of "second order" learning curve 
associated with developing a more integrated approach to organization and 
management. 

It is not surprising that integrating technologies should require 
integrated organizations in which to operate effectively. The problem, 
however, remains as to how firms should move from the present fundamentally 
dis-integrated patterns of organization and management towards these more 
integrated forms. 

Evolving a strategy for Computer-Integrated Manufacturing can take two 
possible routes. One involves what might be called the "techno-centric" 
approach - installing "islands" of &utomation based on advanced technology, 
gradually working towards linking these into a fully integrated "continent", 
the factory of the future. Problems are per~eived as principally financial 
and technological. The dominant belief is that if enough resources are thrown 
at the problem, it ~ill be solved. 

The a:!_ternative route can be termed "organo-centric" - putting the 
orianizational ~nd management changes first. Its pattern follows roughly the 
prei::cription of "simplify, integrate, cumputer-integrate". This implies an 
incremental approach based on low-risk, high-return organizational changes 
buildi~g up gradually to higher-risk technological changes such as CAD/CAM and 
CIM. It is becoming increasingly clear that this is the route Japanese 
manufacturers ~·. · · , l)een following for sonae time that has contributed a great 
deal to their stiong competitive position in world markets. Such an approach 
is not an easy path: the .Japanese model and techniques dthin it such as JIT 
or Total Quality ~~~1trol did not evolve overnight but through a costly and 
time-consuming analysis and improvement progr•mme over many years - but it 
does offer the pr· ~ct of developing a more integrated organization in the 
end (6). 

In the end, manufacturing competitiveness is lik~ly to depend on the 
ability of firms to exploit Computer-Integrated Manufacturing technology and 
techniques withfr an integrated organization. The advantagC' of taking the 
organo-centric route is that it involves lower costs and risks and can be 
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planned in advance. The "tecbnology-ffrst" route suffers fro• the major 
drawback th&t, no matter how much money c~ technology is put in, it will only 
work if the organizaUon is the right one to support it. 

The pattern of ~rogress towards the successful coeiputer-iutegrated 
factory is illustrated by a simple matrix in Figure XIII, moving along from 
cell 1 to cell 4. The organo-centric approach, typified by reported Japanese 
practice, follows a coute based on organizational, followed by technological 
integration. Many western approaches, in contrast, attempt to move towards 
technological int~gration i~~ th~ hope that organizational integratfon will 
follow. 

Increasing 
organizational 
integration 

Figurf' XIII. Approache,3 to integrated manufacturing 

Incre~sir~ t~chn~logical integration 
-------> 

·-
Current state of Hig11 ted.n.ological 
factories - inte3~a~ion (e.g. CIM) 
dis-integrated but die-integraced 
teclm.ology and organiz'ltiou 
organization 

High organizational Integrated technology 
integration - an<' 
the Japanese organ!.zation 
model 

D. The couvergence towards CIH 

A look at each level in Figure II (in Chapter I) according to its 
imp~ications on each sphere of manufacturing reveals how convergence takes 
place towards CIM. 

Level 1 

(a) Design. CAD is on a stand-alone basis, often applied only to 
draughting tasks rather than to the full range of design. (This application 
may well use a low-cost PC-based aid such as Autocad.) By the same token, 
pre-production planning is automated at a low and unintegrated level - for 
example, a separate program ru1U1ing on a microcomputer. 

(b) Production. Discrete controllers on items of production equipment 
such as machines, vessels and handling devices may be used for monitoring or 
direct control, but their range of influence is limited to a single machine 
and set of operati~ns. 

(c) Co-ordination. Again, this involves stand-alone applications, 
probably running on a microcomputer to manage discrete functions such as stock 
control or production scheduling, with no direct interchange of data between 
these programs. 
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Level 2 

(a) Design. This level involves integration of all design activities 
from concept, through detailed draughting and engineering calculations, to 
production planning information g~meration - within a single system. Such a 
system would probably be a large stand-alone workstation or a mini-computer
bas~d system (although for smaller design areas the range of PC-based systems 
now offers supporc at this level). 

(b) Production. This level of integration involves linking together 
the monitoring and control systems associated with a particular product. An 
example is a Direct Numerical Control (DNC) cell of machine tools and handling 
and manipulation devices associated with a particular pro~uct or a complete 
chemic•l plant covering in integrated fashion all the materials preparation 
and processing associated with a product or range of similar products. 

(c~ Co-ordination. ~is level of integration involves bringing 
together data from different areas to perform a series of tasks. An example 
is ~aterials Requirements Planning, which integrates data on stock levels, 
purc~ase and works orders. capacity planning and overall production planning. 

Level ~ 

This level links design, production and co-ordination: 

(a) pesign. The CAD syste~ links ~ith the CAM systems by for example, 
providing control information for CNC tools directly from the design data base 
rather than through a separate prograuuning f'l!lction. Links are also 
established with the co-ordination system by automatic generation of parts 
lists and bills of materials which can be used as a data source by an MRP 
system. Another element would be the use of layout models to assist in 
optimal scheduling of production, again combining design and co-ordination 
functions. 

(b) Manufacturing. Links are made between design, as ind~cated, and 
with co-ordination. For exampl~, the perform~ilce and status of ~he shop-floor 
would be continuously monitored via a shop-floor data collection system; this 
information would be used as an input to the planning and scheduling system. 
The more up-to-date the information, the closer to optimal production the 
plant can achieve. By the san.e token, the ™S, which provides for the minimal 
set-up time~ and high machine utilization, can be linked to the cq-ordi:lation 
system to ensure optimal use of transport and storage systems. 

' (c) Co-ordina~. The links with design and production ~entioned in 
(a) and (b) operate. 

' 
At this level, the integration t~tween these spheres of ma~ufacturing 

in the firm is complete and information flows freely between diff~rent 
comporents of the total CIM system. Product information is gener.ted on the 
CAD system, providing a corrunon data base on which all other syste~s can draw. 
The whole process is driven by the co-ordination system. 

At this level, the integrated manufacturing systems themselves ? 

linked with the, business and financial information systems so that mark~tl~g, 
price, product and other information can be combined wlth production 
availability, design data, etc. 
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Level 6 

Finally, there is a link becween firms so that boundaries become 
blurred on both the supply and distribution side. For ex8.11iple, CAD systems 
exchange data witil each other in joint product or component development; 
ma~keting and distribution RY~tems are linked to ensure rapid flow of 
information and orders; and purchasing can operate on Just-in-Time principles 
becau~e of the higher quality and more immediate nature of informntion 
exc..~ange and availability. 
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VII. STRATEGIES FOR COMPUTEP -INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING 

A. Incremental versus single-step moves to CIM 

One point implicit in this model is that progression towards full CIM 
can be seen as a long-term process, part of an incremental strategy rather 
than something that has to be undertaken in one step. This allows for 
organizational learning and acquisition of skills and keeps the level of 
investment required and the risk low in the early stages. 

For example, consider the case of Computer-Aided Design: 

It is possible to see CAD application on the user side as represented 
by a ladder with sever~l rungs of experience. Figure XIV illustrates this. 
Initial entry is fairly simple, using CAD to support basic 2-D draughting 
work. As users become more experienced, more applications programming can be 
carried out, and on the back of this, some work using wire frame systems 
becomes possi~le. Further experience and investment will permit complex 3-D 
vork. The next stage involves linking Cl!l systems to other production 
elements. Final1y, the possibilities of CIM and Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI) can be explored. (Although this model is based primarily on mechanical 
enginePring applications of CAD, it can equally apply in electronics and other 
sectors with a similar trend to~ard~ greater cost and complexity.) 

The same pattern of development via incremental st -.~es can also be 
applied to other areas of manufacturing as they converge .. ?ward.s full CIM and 
beyond. 

)( 

C> 

c. -0 
(.) 

Figure XIV. Stages in CAD experience 
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B. A general strategy for CIM 

The foregoing makes it clear that the full strategic implications of 
CIM need to be appreciated. Entering this technological field is not simply a 
matter of short-term investment in one or two discrete items of equipment. 
Rather, CIM is a long-term philosophy involving technological and 
organizational components which need to be carefully lj'1Jted to provide support 
for the overall business. 

Too often, FMS and other AMT systems are instalJ~d with little idea of 
the strategic objectives and the criteria by which ~u assess the fulfilment cf 
these objectives. ~ere criteria exist, they are often defined in a narrow 
technical or financial sense without considering the wider context of the 
organization's busine~s environment and needs. For example, the s~ccess of an 
FMS is often judged against its cost, its payback and its cor.tLibution to cost 
reduction and output maximization within a small part of production, rather 
than by increases made to overall organizational re3ponsiveness and agility in 
a competitive marketplace (:). 

To be effective, a CIM strategy has to begin with a thorough analysis 
of the business needs and with a clear plan identifying the basis on which 
competitivenese will rest in the long and short term. From this, the key 
criteria - flexitility, agility, quality, etc. - can be derived. 

The next stage requires a review of existing manufacturing operations 
in terms of their local E"tn!ngths and weaknesses and their fit with the broad 
strategic framework. Simultaneously, new opportunities should be thoroughly 
explored - not only those p.resented by new manufacturing technologies (such as 
FMS) but also by new or improved manufacturing techniques (such as Just
in-Time). '11lis analysis en.1bles the firm to develop a coherent and 
appropriate manufacturing strategy, which will provide the underpinning for 
meeting the key criteria in the business strategy. 

Within the framework of this manufacturing strategy, a long-term CIM 
plan can then be developed identifying the architecture (the layout of 
different components); the communications between those elements (and the 
levP.l of sophistication required in such networks); the hardware and software 
requirements; and the underlying organizatiunal infrastructure (including 
suitable skills, functional support and decision-making arrangements). Such a 
plan would also identify the priority areas and the overall sequence for 
implementation. 

One major requirement in this procesc; h the development of a parallel 
organizational development strategy to ensure thRt the necessary degree of 
organizational integration is available to support the technological 
developments. 

Finally, the strategy can be implemented on a project-by-project basis, 
moving from islands of automation through to full Computer-Integrated 
Manufacturing. The advantage of this approach is that it permits the lower 
cost and risk features of an incremental philosophy to be retaint~ but moves 
the firm forward wit~in a clear integrating framework. 

Without such an approach, there is a risk that far from being a highly 
integrated "continent" of automation, the factory of the future may instead 
resemble a loose "archipelago" of islands, poorly joifled together by an ad hoc 
network of br~dges and ferries and suffP.ring from the inefficiencies, delays 
and frustratiqn' associated with such a geogra~h~r Table 7 sunvnari~es this 
CIM strategy. 
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Table 7. Summary of CIM Strategy 

Stage Action 

(1) Defi~e business strategy 

(2) Carry out manufacturing 
resources audit 

(3) Develop broad CIM strategy 

(4) Identify GIM architecture 

(5) Project planning 

(6) Implementation 

(7) Continui~g audit and Monitoring 

- market analysis 
- competitor analysis 
- business planning 

- review all current 
operations 

- cost distribution 
analysis 

- opportunity audit 

- explore options 
{including organizational 
inno..,ations) 

- priorities/sequence 
- planning 

- specify equipment 
-· specify communications 
- specify infrastructure 

- define tasks 
- allocate 

respc·:1sibili ties 
- define links between 

projects 

- resources 
- timing 
- controls 
- organizational 

development 

C.. J_mpliq1tiQ.W .. fo_r developing countries 

GIM tec.hnology offers a powerful wecspon for tackling the range of 
challenges facing manufacturers. Firms in developing countries (and in many 
developed countri~s) have to overcome significant difficulties in moving away 
from discrete applications of programmable automation and towards integrated 
solutions. These include problems of high cost, lack of skills, lack of 
suitable technology (or, often, suitably configured and packaged technology) 
and a supply market that is still maturing. 

For this reason, it is argued t~at firms with limited resources and 
experience - such as are likely to be found in developing countries - should 
concentrate at the technological level on well-proven programmable automation 
applications (such as GNC ma~hinery, low-cost Computer-Aid2d ~esign, low-cost 
production management aids a~d basic microprocessor controls ~or process 
operatfons) an~ use these to,enhance flexibility, quality and ,productivity. 
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In some cases, the technologies will prove important in removing 
several production bottlenecks, in saving scarce natural and energy resources 
and in malting up for specific skills shortages. In the long tera, it is 
likely to prove essential that firms in a wide range of developing countries 
adopt some of the technologies. First, the technologies would help firms 

~ advance along the learning curve. Second, the technologies would help develop 
local capabilities in detennining the most appropriate applications, thus 
contributing towards the development of national technological capabilities. 

The adoptio~ of such technologies may, however, carry social costs. 
Job control, jot• boundaries, skill requirements and employment levels are 
altered. Adoption of technology in any context must take into account both 
the aarket requirements and the social costs. 

At the same time, attention should be paid to the range of 
organizational innovations outlined earlier which may be 110re appropriate to 
the constrained circumstances of many developing country manufacturers. The 
contribution of such innovations - which require primarily investaent in 
training and reorganization rather than in new technology - can be 
significant, especially in dealing with some of the fundamental problems 
confronting developing country manufacturers. Table 8 indicates how 
Just-in-Time and Total Quality Control approaches night address many of these 
problems. 
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Table a. Potential contribution of oraanizational innoTation (2) 

Problem area 

Under-utilization of workers 
and eqa lpaellt 

Inferior quality 

Unreliable a·1d long !ead 
times 

High scrap rates 

Poor and inadequate 
maintenance 

Shortages of raw .. terials 

Shortages of skilled workers 

Lack of appropriate 
supervision 

Poor quality control 

Low productivity 

3ust-in-Tiae and Total Quality 
Cc~trol iaproTements 

Multi-function workers take 
responsibility for seTeral 
-chines and aoTe to where 
the vork is. When demand is 
slaclt, workers can carry oqt 
-intenance or quality 
iaproTement projects. 

TQC progr ... es ala to iaprove 
all aspects of quality. The 
low inventories in 31T 
production mean that quality 
bec011es visible and problems 
are picked up at an early 
stage. 

Multi-function workers and 
short set-up times smooth 
flow and reduce lead times. 
TQC means fever stoppages 
for quality-related problems. 

TQC and working in small 
batches minimize scrap 
production. 

Multi-function workers 
include .. tntenance as part 
of their task. Planning 
allows for some production 
time to be spent on 
preventive maintenance. 

Scrap minimization helps 
conserve these. 

Simpler machinery, quality and 
production management reduce 
demand for high-level skills. 
In addition, multi-function 
workers will acquire different 
skills through training. 

Less supervision is required 
with smoother flow and smaller 
batches. In addition, 
responsibility for production 
manaaement, quality, etc. is 
devolved to multi-function 
workers. 

s .. 11 batches expose quality 
probleaa; TQC tackles all 
aspects of these problems. 

Better use of resources 
(space, inventory, lab9ur, 
etc.) toaether with...Pt~ble or 
hi&her output and less scrap, 
results in hi&her productivity. 

• 
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The key then here is that in each area of manufActuring activity there 
is now a range of choice of improvement opportunities. These range from 
predominantly organizational changes - where the investment is in human 
capital, via training and support - to different levels of automation and 
computer support. 

For example, an activity like maintenance can be improved by: 

(a) Reorganization of production and training of individual operators 
to carry out basic preventive maintenance (as in the Just-in-Time approach). 

(b) Investments in maintenance craft training to develop and augment 
skills. 

{c) Use of a simple computer system (PC-based) to improve maintenance 
record-keeping and support a targetted preventive maintenance programme. 

(d) Install computer-based monitoring equipment to rPcord information 
about machinery status, performance and utilization to improve the maintenance 
data base. 

(e) Integrate real-time condition monitoring of key parameters (such 
as tool wear) with machine and process control systems. Implicit in this 
approach is a gradual !ncrease in cost, complexity and integration but with a 
corresponding increase in the level of control over the activity. 

Similar choices exist, for example, in energy management. Here the 
1 stages might include: 

{a) Use of simple microelectronics-based monitoring equipment to 
record energy consumption on various items of plant and equipment. 

{b) Use of computer ~ontrol syste~s to respond more accurately to 
varying energy demand and optimize their use through accurate and fast control 
of plant and equipment. 

(c) Distribution of monitoring system across the entire manufacturing 
facilities, to provide a total picture of energy consumption. Use of 
computer-based analysis can calculate where loads can be more evenly balanced, 
allowing overall reductions in costs. 

{d) Integrated energy management systems which use a central computer 
linked to such a monitoring and analysis network and which calculate control 
instructions for individual plant controllers so as to optimize energy use. 

Once again, the pattern is of a step-by-step approach to the problem 
using a combination of hardware, software and organizational change - in this 
case, in the way information is collected and used. 

The same approach can be applied throughout the manufacturing 
facilities and in all areas. For example: 

(a) In machining, where the progression might be from retro-fitting 
microelectronic controls :o existing machines, then investment in CNC, then 
into linked DNC systP.ms and finally flexible manufacturing and robotics. 
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(b) In process control, where it might involve retro-fitting 
electronic monitoring, then retro-fitted controls on key parameters, then new 
plant vith integrated monitoring and control loops and finally integrated 
network control across the entire facilities. 

(c) In production management, where basic reorganization and 
rethinking could be followed by information support systems based on low-cost 
computers (for example, in stock control) and leadin~ gradually to integrated 
modular systems such as MRP. 

In each case the principle is one of step-by-st~p progress within an 
overall strategic framework. Each increment of change is important not only 
in providing direct benefits but in establishing the foundations 
(organizational learning, information availability, skills and experience, 
etc.) for the next. 

This is not to suggest that developing countries should not be aiming 
for f,111 CIM in their strategic planning. Rather, such strategies should be 
based on an incremental progression from organizational integration with 
relatively little emphasis on technology, towards more advanced and integrated 
technological solutions. The degree of CIM required will depend upon the 
markets in which the firm is attempting to sell, the competitive pressures and 
the trade-off with factor prices and social costs. 

This prescription is similar to that advocated in the industrial 
countries. The message of "simplify, integrate, then computer-integrate" 
retains its validity although it might be slightly altered to "simplify, 
integrate then, if necessary or if advantageous - computer-integrate". The 
advice given by early users of advanced and integrated systems, stressing 
evolution rather than revolution, certainly has much to commend it (3). 

This recommendation is borne out in Figure XV which derives from the 
experience gained in implementing many ad 1nced and integrated manufacturing 
technologies. It illustrates that the degree of risk, cost and possibility of 
failure increases considerably as firms move towards integrated 
configuration. The message is again to adopt an incremental approach, 
building upon organizational improvements and proven discrete applications of 
programmable automation and gradually building towards full CIM. One 
advantage of such an approach, if successful, is that the savings generated by 
each stage in the programme can be used to fund the investments nP.cessary in 
the next • 
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Figure XV. Stepwise appro~ch to Advanced Integrated Manufacturing 

Computer 
integrated 
manufacturing 
and beyond 

Inter-function 
automation 
-e.g. CAD/CAM 

Integrated automation 
-e.g. FMS 

Simple programmable automation 

Simplify and integrate 

Costs and risks 
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1. C. Voss, Managing Advanced Manufacturing Technology (Kempston, UIC, 
IFS Publications, 1986). 

2. This table is based on R. Schonberger, Japanese Manufacturing 
Techniaues; Nine Hidden Lessons in Simplicity (Rew York, New York Free Press, 
1982). 

J. Significantly, the UIC Department of Trade and Industry has recently 
restructured its major policy progra1111te of support for AMI' to reflect a 
siailar view. Whereas earlier progrannes stressed the need for early adoption 
of new technology and provided direct financial support, the present scheme, 
entitled "Towards Integration", lays far more stress on the need to take a 
total perspective and to include putting the organization in order before 
undertaking major investments in technology • 
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VIII. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

This final chapter takes up some of the key policy issues in 
implementing integrated manufacturing technology effectively. In particular, 
it addresses the actions likely to be important at the firm and State levels. 

A. Firm level 

The fact that so many firms in advanced industrial countries report 
that many of the benefits of integrated manufacturing (such as flexibility) 
come from organizational rather than technological changes suggests that more 
attention should be paid to improving factors such as productivity and quality 
via these routes. This is further emphasized by the relative speed and 
success with which techniques such as JIT have been taken up by firms across a 
wide range of sectors. Again, the benefits arise from relatively low-cost 
organizational innovations in layout, procedure and planning, for example. 
There is a growing body cf evidence to suggest that it is via such routes that 
Japanese manufacturing has become so strongly competitive, rather than through 
heavy investments in Advanced Manufacturing Technology. Low-cost, low-risk 
innovations can make a major contribution to competitiveness if reproduced 
across whole industrial sectors. This is not to suggest that new technology 
is irrelevant. Rather, it is argued, emphasis should shift away from looking 
only at the technologies themselves to a more balanced appraisal of the 
context they will fit into. 

The report has already discussed the considerable range of choice 
opened up in all areas of manufacturing activity by the combination of 
computer-based automation and organizational change. However, research 
suggests that attempting to make the transition to full Computer-Integrated 
Manufacturing in one leap is a high-cost and high-risk strategy. Instead 
firms should look towards development of a step-by-step strategy within a 
broad strategic framework. Each innovation step can be used not only to 
provide direct ~enefits to particular activities but also to provide t~e 
foundation for !;igher levels of integration. Such an approach has 
considerab~e ~~1:ractions for smaller firms and those in developing countries 
that face s~v~•e restrictions on resources of skills and capital. 

A prerequisite of such a stepwise strategy is the formulation of a 
realistic long-term technology strategy that takes into account both the 
present strengths and weaknesses of existing manufacturing facilities and the 
opportunities opened up by new technologies and organizational techniques. 
This information gathering and analysis will be a key step in the proc, s of 
strategy formulation and this may require the use of outside expertise. 

A clear consequence of the trend towards integration of elements of the 
production process into new manufacturing systems such as FMS or CAD/CAM is 
the change in patterns of work organization and employment. In particular, 
there is growing demand for both new and altered skills to support AMT, in 
both direct and indirect activitie~. This has significant implications for 
training policies. At the level of the firm, it requires that training become 
much more of a strategic issue. Training has to become much more of a 
long-term, planned activity, with the firm more closely involved in defining 
the curriculum and providing inputs and opportunities for on-the-job learning 
in the: skills acquisition process. ' 
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In deploying labour in factories using AMT, the integrated nature of 
the equipment (allied to changes in production organization and to the likely 
broader and higher skills profile) may mean significant shifts in the firms' 
approaches to work organization. As has been argued, the traditional models 
for mass production facilities developed from the early ideas of Taylor and 
Ford may not always be appropriate in providing flexibility: alternative 
approaches are being explored in a number of countries and firms. In general, 
these emphasi~~ 111(,re local autonomy and responsibility, a move towards some 
form of teamwork ... ld an overall decentralization of control back to the 
production un~t • 

Firms inves~ing in AMT may attempt to minimize technological and 
financial risk through a policy of installing islands of automation as stages 
on the way to full integration. However, these efforts should be related to a 
clear long-term strategic plan about where the manufacturing facility is going 
within the firm and what the final CIM arrangement will look like. If not, 
there is a danger of high le~els of incompatibility and possible redundancy of 
expensive equipment at a later stage. This is not, however, to neglect the 
important advantages associated with following an incremental innovation 
policy, particularly in acquiring the necessary experience along the learning 
curve to be able to determine the most suitable uses of the new technology. 

Another organizational change associated with AMT is the need to review 
conventional cost accounting and investment appraisal procedures. Since 
investments m3y be large, they are often difficult to justify on conventional 
payback criteria. Instead, strategic benefits to the firm must be taken into 
account - increased or preserved market share, for example - arising from 
having greater production flexibP.ity. In addition, investment justification 
should consider materials saving, inventory reduction and ov:ihead 
minimization through better control. This may require the development of new 
measures and appraisal techn!ques. Although labour costs are not as large a 
consideration in many developing countries as they are in advanced industrial 
nations, investment decisions will still have to take into account the shift 
from direct to indirect labour. Some of the technologies may involve too high 
a social cost in terms of labour reduction which is not offset by other 
savings or increased sales. There are no clear-cut rules on adoption. 
Decisions can only be taken within each individual context. 

B. National level 

The changing pattern in many industrial markets ai.d the trend towards 
more fragmented and customer specific demand (while still emphasizing 
non-price factors like design, quality and delivery) means that firms will 
increasingly need to look for efficient but highly flexible production 
technologies and forms of organization. The argument can be made that in the 
future, "economies of scope" - that is, achieved through a combination of 
flexibility and productivity - will become as important as economies of scale 
in determining competitiveness. Thus, efforts should be made to promote 
awareness of integrated manufacturing technologies and, where appropriate, 
promote their &doption. 

The proliferation Qf choice in systems means that a wide range of firms 
could, potentially, exploit the advantages of integrated manufacturing. At 
present, however, most installations that have been identified in developing 
countries have been confined to discrete applications and most have been 
within larger firms. Thus, there is a need to support wider awareness and 
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diffusion of the technology or techniques by both sector and firm size. This 
may well require the development of national programmes taking both a "macro" 
and "micro" level ap~roach. The latter might best be approached through 
demonstration proje::~:: "'ithin individual firms. which could then be 
incorporated into "macro" promotional programmes. 

At the same time. it will be important to ensure that appr.~p:iate 
choices are made when introducing organizational techniques and alternative 
systems configurations. Jntil such time as local supp_iers are in a position 
to provide these technologies. there is a s~milar d~nger of inappr~priate 
"turn.key" systems being sold that later canno~ be easily adap~~~ to local 
requirements. Both organizational and technological change wiil require 
considerable enhancement of national consulting capabilitie~. This may create 
a need for "innovation consultants" to assist firms in identi fyiag th''.< most 
pressing problems and matching them with the most appropriate solutions (be 
they technical or organizational), and ~:onsultants with detailed knowledge ?.r:.d 
experience on specific technologies and techniques. National governments will 
need to co:isider how consultants or "change agents" can best be developed, 
organized and paid for in support cf these activities. 

Training, already discussed in te-rms of the firm level, is also a major 
responsibility of the State. It was point~d o~t that the types oi training 
required in support of new automated technologies and organizational 
techniques are significantly different from previous generations. Courses 
need to be brought up-to-date so that ~hen awareness program.~es ~ave generated 
an interest. demand can be met. Training courses should also b~ available to 
those running the government awareness progranune and to consultants who will 
directly advise firms. 
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PROPOSALS FOR A ~ ·~TOO PROGRAMME 

There are n.un· er ~f ways in which UNIDO could support the adoption 
and implementation o~ i1&tegrated manufacturing. Clearly it has an important 
role in providing information. The monitoring of technological trends has 
always been an ir11portant concern •Jf UNIDO and such efforts should continue. 

• As more nations become involved in technological change, UNIDO can operate as 
a conduit of experience between developing countries, monitoring at the same 
time changes in advan~ed industrial nations • 

• 

• 

In more direct ways UNIDO could play an important role - for example, 
in support of national programmes for awareness-raising and training. One 
example of such a programme (with which the authors have been involved) can be 
found in Venezuela where UNIDO has supported the training of both government 
officials and consultants in the area of integrated manufacturing. Such 
training includes not only familiarization with the range of new technologies 
anrl techniques (and their applicability and appropriateness in the local 
context) but also development of basic diagnostic skills. 

The requ3rement in many cases for effective technology transfer to 
firms is for potential users of new technology to identify and articulate 
their particular needs and problems. With this information, it is possible to 
match ~P appropriate new technologies and suppliers more effectively. 
ArguaL!~, the process requires the initial presence of an age~t - an 
"innovation consultant" - who will provide the bridge between firms facing 
problems in manufacturing and potential sources of technological and 
organizational solutions. Since the innovation consultant does not need great 
expertise in the range of new technology available, such intervention skills 
can be acquired relatively quickly through training. 

Beyond such "technology matching" activities, UNIDO could also support 
a number of demonstration projects. These would have the purpose of 
illustrating the potential of the new technologies for improvem~nts across the 
range of manufacturing activity. Of particular importance in the developing 
cou:itry context would be the demonstration of low cost, low complexity options 
- such as PC-based Computer-Aided Design, Just-in-Time production or 
computer-aided maintenance - rather than highly complex CIM configurations. A 
further valuable demonstration would be of a step-by-step strategy for change 
impl~mented in a key manufacturing sector within a developing country. 

In addition to supporting such demonstration projects, UNIDO could play 
an important role in developing the infrastructure for consultant expertise in 
the areas of strategy formulation and implementation. A combinati~n of such 
skilled resources external to the firm and a technology management development 
programme for training company managers and supervisors would provide a solid 

' base for implementing the kind of strategy just described. Given the growing 
' interest in technology management as a discipline in many adva~ced industrial 
' countries, it can be argued that development of this set of sk!llb ~ill be of 
' increasing importance to developing countries. 

This underlines a more general point about the relative importan~e of 
' human resot• .. ces in the factory of the future. Whether change is effected 
' through reorganization and integration in JIT/TQC progra~nes, or through 
' investments in advanced manufacturing equipment, th~ key requirement will be 
' f'>r training and development of staff. IJNIDO can play a dual role here, by 

supporting re3earcl! aimed at identifying key training requirements and in 
i;ponsoring relevant trainJ prc•gram~11Ps. 
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Organizational change has been a major theme in this report but it is 
important to recognize the difficulties often encountered in implementing such 
change programmes. By challenging existing and accepted ways of organizing 
and managing manufacturing, change progrannes can result in costly or even 
failed implementation. Thus, a research area UNIDO could usefully sponsor is 
in clarifying the dimensions of organizational change required, identifying 
the barriers to implementing such innovation and developing suitable 
intervention mechanisms for overcoming these. , 

At the technological level, a major short-term problem issue is 
standardization. In theory, all IT-based manufacturing automation uses the 
same electronic control signals but in practice intercommunication is often 
difficult. This problem is compounded when equipment from many different 
suppliers has to be linked; thus the urgency for establishing a universal 
factory automation standard, preferably based on Open Systems Interconnection 
principles. 

Developing nations have yet to play a major role in the negotiations 
over standards. Fe~, on their own would have the economic clout to affect the 
outcome. There is a case for some involvement by internatioual agencies in 
these emerging issues. 

However, it is important to stress that for many applications, simpler 
networks and co~munication systems will suffice. OSI lays down valuable 
principles but tor the majority of small-scale factory automation projects, 
MAP represents too sophisticated an option. UNIDO could, therefore, provide 
valuable assistance in helping firms define their requirements accurately and 
to specify appropriate communication networks. 




